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Group Plans Re-Organization Of Program, Goals

Chamber Director Being Sought
In a called meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce on Wednesday afternoon, it was
announced that the contract of James
Johnson, executive director of the
Chamber would not be renewed. The
announcement came following the last
regular board meeting, when it was announced that the Chamber would
undergo a complete re-organization of
its program and goals.
Johnson, who has been executive
director of the Chamber for the past
twenty years, was given six months
severence pay )$7,290), his social
security paid for that period and
hospitalization insurance guaranteed
for the same period. May 1 will be the
last official work day for Johnson.
Johnson expressed his appreciation
to all of the members, boards o7 direc-

tors and officers with which he has
served and worked with over the past
twenty years.
"Although today will be my last work
day at the Chamber, I will be available
for any assistance to the Chamber and
will help in an orderly transition," he
said.
"I have every intention of staying in
Murray and after a brief rest I will pursue another career," Johnson added.
'4 will continue to give the Chamber
. my support, supply any information
and help to push Murray and Calloway
County to the best of my abilities," he
added.
Chamber President Paul Kiesow and
members of the board expressed their
appreciation to Johnson for the service
to the Chamber and the conununity.

The Chamber will continue to operate
after today with Mrs. Debbie Haley, the
secretary of the past three years, in
charge of office, located in the Woodman building, 300 Maple Street
The overall program of the Chamber
will be continued and function under the
executive committee of Paul Kiesow,
president; Sammy Parker, vice president; Stuart Poston, secretary and
David Graham,treasurer.
Regular office hours will be from 8
a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
President Kiesow announced that a
letter is being sent to every member of
the Chamber to ascertain areas of interest and asking the membership to
help outline goals for the Chamber in
the future. He urged those who receive

the forms to respond as soon as possible.
The search for a new executive three'tor will begin immediately and Sammy
Parker will head the personnel committee. A replacement for Johnson will be
added as soon as possible. "This represents a change of direction for the Chamber and we urge the
participation of all members in order to
build a sound program for the future,"
the Chamber spokesman said.
In addition to the executive committee, other members of the chamber's
board of directors are Walt Apperson,
immediate past president; Ron
Christopher; Holmes Ellis; Jack Benton; Dan Miller; Larry Hurt; Buford
Hurt; E. J. Haverstock; Marshall GGrdon; Dr. Bill Wilson; and James Garrison.

Revolutionary Guard Wounded During Attack
OUTSTANDING SENIORS — Jayne Gurzynski of Riverside, Ill., and Mack
Bushart of Gilbertsville were announced as the Outstanding Senior
Woman and Outstanding Senior Man at Murray State University for the
1979-80 school year at the traditional Senior Breakfast on the campus
Tuesday. April 29. Miss Gurzynski, an elementary education major, has
maintained a perfect 4.00 academic standing through college. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gurzynski. Bushart, a Presidential Scholar
who served as president of the Student Government Association on the
campus during the year, is a physics major and has a 3.56 grade point
average. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed Bushart. The two Outstanding Seniors will be formally recognized in the Honors Day Program
on May 9.
Phplo By Bam Johnson

Honors Day Program
Set For Friday, May 9
Honors Day at Murray State University — a program each spring to
recognize students
who
have
distinguished themselves by academic
achievement and leadership — is
scheduled at 3:30 p.m. Friday. May 9,
in Lovett Auditorium.
Individual presentations of grants,
cash awards, certificates, and citations
will be made by the university and by
various campus scholastic and
honorary organizations to 144 students.
Approximately 265 additional
students will be recognized in the
printed program for the accomplishment of meeting the membership standards of various campus honor
societies.
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice president
for academic programs, emphasizedthat all parents and friends are invited
to attend the awards ceremony. Commencement exercises are scheduled
the following day, Saturday. May 10, at
10 a.m.
Mack Bushart of Gilbertsville, a
senior who served during the 1979-80
school year as Student Government
Association president, will preside dur-

ing the honors program. Ted M.
Hayden of South Fulton, Tenn., a senior
political science major, Will deliver the
invocation.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, will welcome guests to the
campus, and Butwell will introduce the
academic deans. The deans will preside
as representatives of each college
make presentations.
Among students to be recognized are
the outstanding senior woman and
man, outstanding students in various
academic departments and honor
socieities based on scholarship, and
students named to "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities and
Colleges."
The Max Carman Outstanding
Teacher Award will be presented to a
faculty member for the first time.
Organist Maxine Clark of Murray
will provide music for the program,and
members of Gamma Beta Phi honor
society will serve as ushers.
A reception in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the fourth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center will follow the
program, with members of the Student
Government Association as hosts.

By The Associated Press
Militants occupying the U.S. Embassy in Tehran said a revolutionary
guard was wounded overnight in an attack on the embassy by "U.S. agents,"
and counter-revolutionary elements
placed several bombs in parts of
Tehran today during International
Labor Day observances, Tehran Radio
said.
All the..bombs were defused, according to the radio.
Another broadcast said more of the
American
hostages had
been
transferred out of Tehran, this time to
southern Iran, as part of the militants'
continuing effort to foil another U.S.
rescue attempt.
Some 40,000 Iranians gathered outside the embassy for a May Day rally.
The Islamic Council of Workers said in
a statement to the rally that it condemned the recent Q.S. commando effort to rescue the hostages and urged
workers everywhere, especially in the
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mostly clear
and cool
Mostly clear and cool tonight
with early morning fog, low 45 to
50. Partly sunny and mild Friday,
high in the upper 605 to low 70s.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy with little or no
precipitation Saturday through
Monday. Lows will be in the mid
40s to low 50s while highs will
average from around 70 to the
mid 70s.
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-.United States, to resist what it called
- the "crazy acts" of President Carter.
One broadcast said pro-American
-elements carried out an "armed attack" on the embassy, but the nature of
the attack was not disclosed. In the past
two Weeks, the militants have reported
several incidents of gunmen in cars
shooting at the embassy.
Tehran Radio said some of the 53
hostages, who began their 180th day in
captivity today, were transferred to
Shiraz, 400 miles south of Tehran, while
others were moved to Jahrom, 100
miles southeast of Shiraz.
Other hostages were reported
transferred earlier this week to Tabriz,
330 miles northwest of Tehran, Qom,
100 miles south of Tehran, Isfahan, 210
miles south of Tehran, Yazd, 160 miles
southeast of Isfahan, and Nasjafabad,
50 miles west of Isfahan.
A British member of Parliament said
the hostages should be freed in return
for ending the siege of the Iranian Embassy in London, which began Wednesday' when Iranian-Arab gunmen took
over the mission in the British capital.
The gunmen said they would kill their
hostages unless Iran freed 91 Arab
prisoners held i* southern Khuzestan
province, but Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh said the 91 would be executed if the Iranian hostages were
harmed.
The militants in Tehran began moving the Americans over the weekend
after President Carter aborted his
rescue mission but said he was leaving
his options open. Two aircraft in the
operation collided
during
the
withdrawal Friday at a desert refueling
site 200 piles east of Tehran, killing
eight U.S. commandos.
The bodies of the eight were to be
shipped this week to Zurich,
Switzerland, and handed over to the International Red Cross for return to the
commandos' families in the United
States, in accordance with President
Abolhassan BaniSadr's orders.
Hilarion Capudji, the Greek Catholic
archbishop who backs the Palestinians
and Iran's revolutionary regime, was to
accompany the bodies. He and the
papal representative in Iran, Monsignor Annibale Bugnini, said prayers
and sprinkled holy water over the
bodies at a Tehran morgue Wednesday.
But even as they made preparations
to ship the bodies, Ayatollah Moham-

Two Deadlines Pass In Embassy Takeover

LONDON ( AP) — Arab gunmen
holding the Iranian Embassy in London
freed one of their British hostages today and let two death deadlines pass for
their dozen or more Iranian captives.
They gave no immediate indication of
their next step in the tense showdown
with Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
regime.
The three Arab-Iranians had
threatened to blow up the embassy,
themselves and the Iranian hostages
unless Iran freed 91 Arabs imprisoned
in Khuzestan, Iran's oil province on the
Iraqi border, by noon today — 7 a.m.
EDT.
The gunmen have promised not to
harm non-Iranian hostages. At least
three non-Iranians were reported
among the total of 19 hostages.
Before the first deadline passed, Iranian Foreign Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh told the gunmen by telephone
that Iran would not meet their demands
and that if embassy hostages were
harmed an equal number among the 91
irabs would be executed, the official

Iranian news agency Pars reported.
The noon deadline passed without incident, and 45 minutes later the gunmen
issued another ultimatum for 2 p.m. —9
a.m. EDT — demanding that Iran
acknowledge by then that it had begun
negotiating with the British government.
"This is not a sign of weakness but of
humanitarian duty," the trio said in the
statement, which was telephoned to
police who then read it to reporters.
A Foreign Office spokesman told
reporters after the second deadline was
set,"We are in close touch with the Iranian authorities about the handling of
the situation in London."
By 2 p.m. there was no new public
word from Iran. But as the deadline
passed there also was no indication the
death threats had been carried out..
Earlier today, the gunmen freed one
non-Iranian, Chris Cramer, 32, a
British Broadcasting Corp. producer
who was applying for a visa when the
embassy was taken over. Police said he
was freed because of a stomach ailment, which the BBC said he contracted on a recent foreign assignment.
flune ed over as though in pain, he was

taken off to a hospital.
In addition to Cramer, the nonIranian captives in the embassy included at least two other Britons and a
Lebanese . But the gunmen telephoned
out a statement that the "British
hostages, as well as ill other nonIranian hostages, would not be harmed."
This raised the possibility that more
than four non-Iranians were in the etpbassy just before noon when the three
Arabs slipped in a back door and took
over the mansion on a fashionable
residential street a block from Hyde
Park.
Cramer said Wednesday that in addition to the prisoner release, the Arabs
demanded autonomy ,for oil-rich
Khuzestan, where Arabs are the majority ethnic community; that the 91
prisoners be flown to London, and that
the prisoners, the embassy hostages
and themselves be flown out of Britain
to an unannounced destination.
Patrick Cormack, a member of
Parliament from -Prime Minister'
Margaret Thatcher's Conservative
Party, said the government should demand that the 53 American hostages in

not want money for the bodies. A
Tehran newspaper backed
by
Behesthi's political party wants the
bodies held until Carter releases the $8
billion in Iranian assets he froze in
November in retaliation for the hostage
seizure.

First Crown Of Canada
Gets insurance Plan
The Murray Common Council, in a
special meeting Wednesday, voted 9-3
to award the city's medical insurance
plan to First Crown of Canada, an insurance company represented locally
by Wayne Bennett and Associates.
Under the plan, the city will continue
to pay the full premium on city
employees and will pay 75 percent of
the premium for the employees'
families. The employee will pay the remaining 25 percent of the family
premium which amounts to and
employee share of $2.96 per month, according to city clerk Jo Crass.
The city was faced with a 36 percent
premium increase from the current
carrier, Golden Rule Insurance. Ben-

nett is also the local agent for that firm.
The coverage is similar to the current
plan under Golden Rule and also includes $10,000 in life insurance on all
employees.
The total premium for the First
Crown plan will amount to around $90
per month, Mrs. Crass said. The Golden
Rule premium, which has been $73.50
per employee, was scheduled to increase to $100 per month.
Other plans submitted for the council's consideration were from Blue
Cross-Blue Shield, Landolt and Sledd
Insurance Agency, David King Insurance, and Bob Taylor representing
Equitable Insurance.

Unemployment Could
Hit 7.5 Percent In 1980
WASHINGTON (API — Unemployment could hit 7.5 percent later this
year and 8 percent in early 1981, says
Alfred Kahn, President Carter's chief
inflation adviser.
The Carter administration has not
previously used such high figures. But a
spokeswoman for Kahn said he had intended his projections to be consistent
with those of the administration.
"He certainly did not mean to deviate
from official forecasts," said the

spokeswoman, Betty Ross.
However, several high-ranking
government officials say privately that
they think unemployment will reach 8
percent in the recession now wideiy
thought to be underway.
Unemployment was 6.2 percent in
March. Jobless figures for April will be
released by the Labor Department Friday, and most economists expect them
to show another rise in unemployment.

Senior To Give Address
For MSU Commencement

Russell E. Walker of Ashland, a
Walker of 3109 Mason St., Ashland, has
graduating senior at Murray State
also won a number of other state,
University who won national honors in
regional, and national honors in speech
debate and speech earlier this spring,
and debate in the past four years.
will deliver the commencement adHe will be graduated summa cum
dress for the 57th annual spring exerlaude with a 3.97 academic record of a
Iran be freed along with the 91 Arabs.
cises on the campus on Saturday, May
possible 4.00 with a double major in
But the British government sent a
10.
physics and computer science and a
message to the Iranian government exHe will share the podium with Dr.
minor in mathematics. Walker has
pressing determination to end the
Constantine W. Curris, university presibeen awarded a special fellowship to attakeover speedily "and so far as possident, in ceremonies to begin at 10 a.m.
tend the California Institute of
ble without casualties."
in the university fieldhouse. Curris will Technology this fall for graduate study
also speak to the graduating class
One of the male hostages was
in applied physics.
before conferring both spring and midreported wounded during the embassy
In addition to his work with the varsiyear degrees.
takeover, but he was not identified, and
ty speech and debate team, he has been
include
program
be
Others
on
the
to
police said the gunmen refused the ofan active member of the Forensics
the Rev. Jay L. Brigham, pastor of the
fer of a doctor. But they released an
Union and the Society of Physics
Lutheran Student Center, Immanuel
Iranian woman suffering from shock
Students. He is a member of several naLutheran Church, Murray, who will
late Wednesday afternoon.
tional honor societies, including Sigma
give the invocation and benediction, the
Police said the gunmen also refused
Pi Sigma in physics, Pi'Mu Epsilon in
e
Wind
Ensgrnble
conducted
by
Dr.
offers of food.
mathematics, Delta Sigma Rho-Tau
Gerald I.. Welker, which will play the
Kappa Alpha in forensics, and Alpha
Hundreds of policemen surrounded
processional and recessional and proChi for general academics.
the embassy and marksmen were
vide special music, and Dr. Richard
planted on neighboring rooftops.
Walker was selected earlier this year
Butwell, vice president for academic
for listing in "Who's Who Among
The gunmen identified themselves as
programs, who will preside as degrees
'
Students in American Colleges and
members of "The Group of the Marare conferred.
Universities."
tyr." They said they were 'Arab•
Walker, a Presidential Scholar at
Iranians who wanted freedom for what
Murray State, won championships in
A 1976 graduate of Paul G. Blazer
they called "Arabistan," the old Arabic
March in contemporary issues debate,
High School in Ashland, he was one of
name for Khuzestan Province. Arabs in
extemporaneous speaking, and imfive co-valedictorians of that class and
the region are Sunni Moslems, and they
promptu speaking at the pea/4 Sigma
was a National Merit Scholarship recihave been battling Ayatollah Ruhollah
Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha national forenpient.
Khomeini's Shiite regime for more selfsics honor society tournament in
He is among 1,180 mid-year and sprgovernment since the ayatollah's
Denver, Colo.
ing graduates - 421 from the December
revolution 15 months ago.
The son of Mr and Mrs. Harold
class and 759 this spring.

Arab Gunmen Free Hostage
By JEFF BRADLEY
Associated Press Writer

mad Beheshti, secretary of the ruling
Revolutionary Council and Iran's
justice minister, said the issue of what
to do with the bodies must be decided by
the council or Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran's revolutionary leader.
He did not elaborate but said Iran did
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rattents Listed

4 -27-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Burton, baby boy, Teresa
603 Bonita, Fulton.
0ISM ESSALS
Mrs. Jeanne L. Lovett and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs.
La Nell M. Curvin, 207 Broadway Place, Murray; Ray R.
Snyder, 105 Patterson Street,
Parts, Tenn.; Donrue G.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Dianna G. Harrison, Box
133, Kirksey; Jeremy L. Hutson, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Alene Pritchett, Box 95, Dexter; Arron D. Colson, Lowes;
Wayne W. Clark, Rt. 6, Box 83,
Murray.
Mrs. Ruby Riffle, 1107 Vine
Street, Murray; William L.
Jones, 409 South Sixth Street,
Murray; Mrs. Obera Brittam,
Rt. 5, Box 110, Murray;
Wilmot S. Cothran, Box 633,
Murray.

Murray; Johnnie B. Roach,
Rt. 4, Box 45, Murray; Mrs.
Connie L Ballew and baby
boy, Rt. 3, Mayfield; Mrs.
Nancy A. Andrus and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 258, Hardin.
Mrs. Edith L Eisenmann
and baby boy, 522 South Sixth
Street, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn
J. Burkeen and baby boy, Rt.
2, Mayfield; Mrs. Norma J.
Omelanuk and baby girl, 1211
Mimosa Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Brenda Reagan and baby girl,
123 Riviera, Murray
Mrs. Esta J. Heath, Rt. 7,
Box 1, Benton; Une F. Kelso,
Rt. 7, Box 452, Murray; Mrs.
Rose H. Alexander, Box 22,
puryear, Tenn.; Walter E.
Pritchard, Rt. 3, Mayfield;
Everette L. Massey, 221 South
llth Street, Murray.

4-29-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
NEWBORN ADMLSSIONS
Teresa A. Burton and baby
Foster, baby girl,(Margie), boy, 603 Bonita, Fulton; Mrs.
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.
Mary Lee Kidd and baby boy,
Slater, baby boy, ( Cathi), 1411 Ilillwood Drive, Apt. A,
Rt. 5, Box 694-4, Murray.
Murray; Mrs. Rita C. Gilbert
DISMISSALS
and baby boy, 411 E. Ridge
Mrs. Mary E. Wallace, Rt. Drive, Paris, Tenn.; William
1, Dexter; Gene D. Houston, Laird, Rt. 2, Box 99, South
408 Sandal Street, West Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs. Judy
Monroe, La.; Rita A. Young, Box 27, Lone Oak
Galloway, 106 West Sixth Village, Paris, Tenn.
Street, Benton; Mrs. Debbie
L. Byrne, 701 Vine Street,
Murray; Crystal D. Colley,
Box 27, Farmington.
Richard Ramsey, 206
Riviera, Murray; Mrs. Denise
Futrell,412-North Sixth Street,
"My doctor recently told
7:10 9:05-14:00Sun.
me that jogging could add
10 years to my life. 1 think
he was right. 1 feel 10 years
TATUM
older already." -- Milton
0 NEM
KRIM'
Berle

A

1
The Hospital

Mrs. Carol J. Parker, Rt. 3,
Box 318A, Benton; Plomer L.
Borens, Rt. 1, Dover, Tenn.;
Robert C. Williams, 1018
Cowan, Pans,, Term.; Mrs.
Carolyn B. Burkeen, Rt. 1,
Box 136, Dexter; Robert L
Tennant, is55 Hales Trailer
Court, Murray.
Mrs. Janet L. Johnson, Rt.
1, Almo; Kerry E. Outland,
Rt. 7, Box 858, Murray;
Lindell C. Denham, 7320
Gulley, Taylor, Mich.; Mrs.
Grace D. Jeffrey, Box 526,
Murray; Robert L. Quist, Jr.
Rt. 4, Box 39, Murray.

The Willing Workers Class
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met April 15 in the
home of Nancy Bogard.
Carolyn Carroll presided
and Patsy Neale led the opening prayer. Leta Rutland was
elected to fill a vacancy on the
Social Committee and Bonnie
Nute was elected to fill the office of historian.
The group decided to have a
salad supper at the next
meeting, May 20, in the home
of Linda Cooper. An offering
was taken for the Ridgecrest
Fund.

THE ACESTRA
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NORTH
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STARTS TOMORROW
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KILL
OR BE
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STARTS TOMORROW
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Adult Entertainment
18 Or Over Only
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WEST

EAST

K 10 5 2
#9 7 3
Declarer aget some after •
IP 10 2
K J 763
a crafty defense had him •10 7 5
•A 8 4 3
'chasing the ball all over the
Q 10 8 5
47
court: Today's interesting
SOUTH
-thriller was played -Ili the
•Q 8 4
1979 World Championship
V Q84
•K Q9 6
with Brazilians P. P.
#
A K2
Assumpcao . (West) and
Gabriel Chagas starring on
defense
Assumpcao got off to the
Vulnerable None Dealer
only lead to give him a North The bidding
chance to beat three no
trump as he led an inspired North East South West
10 of .- hearts. Dummy Pass
Pass
1 NT
Pass
All pass
ducked and it was East's 3 NT
turn to shine: If he took his
king to return the suit. West
Opening lead Heart 10
would have no heart to lead
•
if and when he gained the
lead. So• East signaled with This would have led to a
his seven and declarers complex but successful end
game.)
queen won.
Not an - easy plan to
A diamond was led to
dummy's jack and, once choose and the defenders
again. East made a smooth should get high marks for
and brilliant duck. Con- making things as tough as
vinced that West had the they could.
diamond ace, declarer now
took on the club suit, playing ace-king and another
Bid with Corn
club.
West took his queen and South holds 5-1-B
banged back his remaining
heart and declarer was
about to discover the bad
49 7 3
news. There was no way
TIF K J 7 6 3
•A 8 4 3
back to declarers hand to
47
try a spade finesse and
East's diamond ace and
North South
three high hearts beat the 1•
game one trick.
ANSWER: Two spades. A
Declarer could have
made the game by continu- strong holding for a single
ing high diamonds before raise. If North bids again.
playing
attacking the club suit. South should insist on
a. game
West's 10 would fall to
establish declarer's nine and
--a simple spade finesse
Send bridge questions to The Aces
would yield nine,tricks, (He I'D Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
could have also continued with self-addressed stamped envelope
with high diamonds after tcr reply
cashing the two high clubs.
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Happenings In The Community

The devotion was given by
Nancy Bogard. The title was
"Confident of God's Help"
with scripture in Psalm 20:1-9.
Kathryn Starks was in
charge of the program and
gave a review of the lessons
which had been studied the
past few weeks in Sunday
School.
Refreshments were served
by Nancy Bogard to Mary
Cooper,
Turner, Linda
Kathryn Starks, Carol Turner,
Edwina Bucy, Carolyn Carroll
and Patsy Neale.

Mrs. Lindsey
Shows Slides
For Zetas
The Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday, April 24, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house with
Mrs. John T. Irian, cochairman, presiding.
Mrs. James M. Lassiter,
chairman of the nominating
committee, composed of Mrs.
John C. Quertermous and
Mrs. Bernard_13ell,. presented
the officers for the coming
year. Mrs. Otis Erwin and
Mrs. Irvan will serve as cochairmen; vice-chairman,
Mrs. Haron B. West;
secretary, Mrs. W. P. Russell,
and treasurer, Mrs..Herman
Wicker.
The Zeta Department will
serve as hostess for the
general meeting in May and
. the regular meeting will be
cancelled due to the conflict
with the Murray High School
graduation.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.
was introduced by Mrs. Irvan.
She presented garden slides of
springtime flowers.
Refreshments were served
from an appointed table with
brass and candles with a
centerpiece of red geraniums.
Hostesses were Mrs. John
B. Watson, Mrs. A. D.
Wallace, Mrs. John C.
Quertermous, Mrs. Ed
Chrisman, and Mrs. N.C.
Elkins.

sauirclay, May 3
Saturday, May 3
Work day at Smith's
Senior Citizens Greenhouse,
Cemetery, located three miles
One-man show by Byron behind St. John's Episcopal
Norsworthy titled "Night Church, Main and Broach east of Dexter on Highway
1346, will be held.
Thoughts: An evening With Streets, will have a plant sale
Edgar Allen Poe," will be from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Awsented at 8 p.m. in the
University Theatre, Fine Arts
Derby Day Party for
Center, Murray State Univer- members and guests of the
sity. Admission will be $1.50 Murray Country Club will be
for adults and 75 cents for held at the club starting at 3
children.
p.m. The cost will be $2 person. In charge are Mr. and
Meals for the Nutrition Pro- Mrs. Jim Greer, Mr. and Mrs.
gram for the Elderly will be Dub Polly, Dr. and Mrs.
served at 12 noon at the George Oakley, Dr. and Mrs.
Douglas Center.
Allen Moffitt, and Larry
Robinson.
Club Membership Social
will be held at 5:30 p.m. at the
One-man Show by Byron
Youth Coffee House will be Murray Country Club.
siorsworthy on "Night
at 8 p.m. at the Memorial BapThoughts: Al Evening with
tist Church.
Events in Land Between the Edgar Allen Poe" will be
Lakes include Between the presented at8 p.m. at the MurXi Alpha Delta Chapter of Lakes Carporee with registra- ray State University Theatre.
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled tion at 12 noon at Camp Cost will be 61.50 for adults
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Energy Group Camp, and and 75 cents for children.
Ellis Center.
Nature Extravaganza with
Open Horse show will be
Murray State University headquarters at Lake Barkley
hosted by the Hardin Riding
ROTC President's Awards State Park.
Club at 6 p.m. at the West KenDay will be held at the Student
Saturday, May 3
tucky Livestock and ExposiCenter Auditorium at 3:30
Square and round dancing tion Center. Cost will be $1 per
p.m.
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the person.
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Meeting of the Board of
Muray State University
Directors of the Calloway
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Twilight Invitational TournaCounty Public Library has
Free and Accepted Masons
ment will begin at 4:30 p.m. at
been changed to May 8,
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Stewart Stadium with about 25
lodge hall.
teams from colleges and track
Friday, May 2
•
May Fellowship Day will be
clubs competing.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
observed by Church Women
Kappa will have a luncheon at
Events in Land Between the
United at 10 a.m. at the First
12 noon at the home of Agnes
Christian Church with Betty
Lakes will include Between
McDaniel.
Lowry and Dr. Yushin Yoo as
the Lakes Carporee at Camp
Energy Group Camp; Nature
speakers. A potluck luncheon
Baby Sitting clinic will be
Extravaganza at Lake
will be served.
held from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Barkley State Park; Sun Day
Youth Progressive Dinner First Christian Church from 1 to 4 p.m. at Empire
Fifth
Library,
111
North
of Memorial Baptist Church
Point; Energy in the Natural
Street, Murray.
will start at 6:30p.m.
Environment at Center Station,
Welcome Wagon Club will
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to
Bethel UMYF will sponsor a
sponsor a benefit card and meet at 8 p.m. at carman
MICHELSON'S
game party at 7:30 p.m. in the Pavillion, College Farm Road. Rock-A-Thon at the Bethel
/, I)
Community Room of the this is a support group for United Methodist Church from
North Branch of the Peoples families and friends of 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Refreshments
Bank. Proceeds will go to the alcoholics and for information of sandwiches, sweets, and
beverages will be sold. Reny
Comprehensive CareCenter.
call 437-4229.
rides will also be featured.
Murray High School DepartCouples Bridge of the Oaks
ment of Speech and Theatre Country Club will be held at
will present a Celebration of 7:30 p.m. with Tony and Henry
Communications at 7:30 p.m. Montgomery, 753-6760, and
at the high school library. Ad- Kathryn Outland, 753-3079, as
mission will be $1.50 for adults host and hostesses.
and students with children
under 12 free.
Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club from
Women of Bethel Chapel 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. with Burlene
Pentecostal Church will have Brewer, Marilyn Herndon,
a yard sale at the home of the Mabel Robers, and Leslie
Rev. Elijah Valentine, U. S. Kemp in charge of the arHighway 641 one mile north of rangements.
Almo Heights, from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Benefit sale will be held at
the Good Shepherd United
Shopping for Senior Citizens Methodist Church, four miles
will be held and call 753-0929 southeast of Murray on
Southside Center
by 9:15 a.m. for morning shop- Highway 121 South, from 6
We Wrap, Deliver er Mull
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for a.m. to 5 p.m.
afternoon shopping.

DON'T
SELL YOUR

OLD
GOLD
AND

DIAMONDS

until you get our
prices. You can
lina us to pay
the top CASH
prices.
WE GUARANTEE
THE TOP BID
HOURS
10-6 Mon. Thru Fri.
10-5 Sat.
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Let Your

Graduation

Wedding and

Mother's Day Gift

Be a Treasure From...

The Treasure House

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Community Center. Lunch will be served at 11:45 a.m.

Great American
Breakfast

Special Awards Presented
At Gamma Gamma Banquet
The 49th Annual Beta Sigma
Phi Founder's Day was
celebrated by the local Gamma Gamma Chapter on Saturday, April 26, at the Red Lion
Inn in Paducah.
Becky Phillips, president,
welcomed 20 menlbers and
guest. Pam Durham led the
group in the 49th Beta Sigma
Phi pledge. A message from
International Pres. Bill Ross
was read by Brenda Jones,
Founders Day Committee
Chairman.
A review of the 1979-1980 activities was presented by Linda Hunt. Slides of various
functions were shown.
Awards were presented by
Becky Phillips, president and
Chris Loftis. vice-president.
Receiving special awards
were Nelson Waldrop, husband of the year; Chris Loftis,
Becky Phillips, and Liz Hill,
perfect attendance; Pam
Durham and Rhonda Felts,
ideal pledges; and Marlene
Waldrop and Liz Hill, best
secret sisters,
Also Brenda Jones received
a gold charm for selling the
most chances on the "Gold
Lover's Giveaway" and Linda
Hunt received an pward for
her participation 01 the Ray
Harm Print sells.
Guest of honor was Chris
Loftis who received the "Girl
of the Year award. Presenting
the award was Marsha Vernot, a previous tirl of the
Year.
Attending the banquet were
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Phillips,
Mr. and Mrs. John Loftis, Mr
and Mrs. Brownie Jones, Mr

1,4

Friday, May 2

Thursday, May 1
Mrs_ Melody J. Blake, Rt. 6,
Legion of Mary meeting will
Box 7, Murray; Mrs. Lillian
Dunn,629 South Fourth Street, be held at 7:30 p.m, in the recMurray; Robert E. Wolfe, 506 tory of St. Leo's Catholic ChurNoth Seventh Street, Murray; ch.
Stephen &nee, 1660 Ryan
Knights of Columbus council
Avenue, Murray; Mrs. Vivian
R. Watkins, 802 Sunny Lane, meeting will be held at 7:30
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Murray.
Addle L. Grubbs, 710 Riley
Ephesians 4 Conference will
Court, Murray; Mrs. Elsie M.
Graham, Rt. 8, Box 45, Mur- be held at the First Baptist
ray; Hubert D. Cothran, 1500 Church from 7 to 9:15 p.m.
Parklane, Murray; Richard
Murray Women of the
A. Lovins, Rt. 7, Box 568, Murray; Mrs. Verve W. Jones, Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
Rt. I, Box 60, Almo; Walter L. the lodge hall, North 16th
Street.
Mills, Box 49, Hazel.

Bogard Home Scene Of Class Meet

PA
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onLy

and Mrs. David Durham, Mr.
and Mrs. Mitchell Hill, Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Waldrop, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Cooper, Mr.
and Mrs. John Hyneman, Mr.
and Mrs. Geroge Vernot, Judy
English and Linda Hunt.
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Mrs. Hodges
Speaks For
Club Meet
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met at the club house on April
3. Helen Hodges, dressed in
costume, presented the program on "Emily Dickinson."
The business meeting was
conducted by chairman Millie
Graves. Myrtle Douglas gave
the Thought°We Day.
Plans were made for attending the Garden Clubs of Kentucky, Inc. 49th Annual Convention on April 28, n,and 30,
at Lake Barkley State Resort
Park. Garden Department
members served luncheon to
30 members of the State Executive Board on Tuesday,
April 29.
Ten coffee trees were
received and are to be planted
in public sites in honor of Arbor Day.
Members are reminded of
the change to May 8 at 12 noon
as the next meeting day. A pot
luck will be served before the
Garden Tour.
Hostesses were Doris Cella,
Jackie Conley, Nell Farris,
Myrtle Casey, and Rose
Glavin.

We give you two large, fresh eggs, cooked
the way you like 'ern, two crispy bacon strips,
hashed brown potatoes, and hot buttered toast.
The Great American Breakfast...it's a
special meal at a special price.
Offer expires May II, 1980

One of Jerry's Best...for less.

Jea
RESTAURANTS
South 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
e
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Power Failures Require Special
Handling Of Your Frozen Food*

eb) HEALTH

Beadles And Boaz
Vows To Be Read

Cervical cancer not unusual

Front The Desk Of
Jean W. Clear
County Extension Agent
For Home Economies
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In case of a power failure,
mg for two to three days. Food
be sure to keep the freezer
in a fully loaded cabinet will
door closed. Opening the door
stay frozen for three to four
will only speed up thawing. If
days if you put the dry ice in
power will be out for an exsoon after the freezer goes off.
Blackouts may be frequent
tended penod of tune and
Use 50 pounds of dry ice for a
this surruner so don't' be
weather permits, you aught
20-cubic-foot freezer.
caught off guard. During the
consider moving food to a
Don't Refreeze Foods
thunderstorm season damage
freezer-locker plant.
That Have
to electrical lines may cause
First, contact someone at
Completely Thawed
power failures. One of the
the locker plant to see if it is
Occasionally, frozen foods
main problems during an exoperating and whether it has
may partially or completely
tended power failure is what'
room for your food. If space is
thaw before you discover that
to do with frozen food.
available, place the food in
the freezer is not operating.
There's no need to worry if boxes
and wrap with
Partial thawing and refreezyou are sure the power will be newspa
pers and blankets, or
ing does reduce the quality of
restored in a few hours. If the
use insulated boxes for the
all foods.
power will be off a day or
move.
It is safe to refreeze foods
longer you may have to take
Use Dry Ice
that have thawed, if they still
steps to keep food from spoilDuring the thunderstorm
contain ice crystals or if they
ing.
season, electrical power
are still cold. Foods warmed
Estimate Thawing Rate
outage occurs frequently.
to 40 deg. F or higher are not
The first step is to estimate
If locker space is not
suitable for refreezing.
how long the food will stay
available, and it looks as
Fruits usually ferment when
frozen. Thawing rate depends
though the freezer will be stop- they start to
spoil. A little
on several factors.
ped for longer than a day, use fermentation
will not make
For example, a full freezer dry
ice. The more dry ice you
fruits dangerous to eat, but it
will stay cold longer than one
use, the longer the food will
will spoil their flavor.
partially full. With the door
lliss Sheila Gayle Beadles .
stay frozen. Dry ice may be
Refreeze fruits if they still
closed, food will usually stay purcha
sed at a local dairy or taste and smell
and Seth Thomas liaaz III
good.
frozen in a fully loaded cabinet
Or you
cold-storage warehouse.
can use them in cooking and
two days; in a cabinet with
Mr. and Mrs. Marion T. Beadles, Jr., of Mayfield Route
Move any food from the baking or
2
for making jams,
less than half a load, not more freezin
announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their
g compartment to the jellies and preserv
es.
than a day.
daught
er,
storage compartment of the
Sheila
Gayle,
to
Seth
Thomas Boaz III, son of Mr.
Meats and poultry become
The freezer itself affects freezer
and Mrs. Seth T. Boaz, Jr., 214 Terrace Drive, Mayfield.
. Put heavy cardboard unsafe to eat
when they start
how long food will remain
Miss
Beadle
directly on the packages of to spoil. Theref
s is the granddaughter of Ulysess G. King and
ore, examine
frozen. The larger the freezer,
the late Amanda E. King, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Marion
frozen food, and then put the each packag
e of food before
the longer the food will stay
T. Beadles, Sr., all of Mayfield. A 1976 graduate of Lowes
dry ice on top of the card- you decide
what to do with it.
frozen when the power goes
High School, she is now employed at Liberty Savings Bank,
board.
If the color or odor of the thawoff. A well-insulated freezer
Mayfield.
Then cover the freezer with ed food is
poor or queskeeps food cold hours longer
Mr. Boaz is the grandson of Mrs. D. W. Pruitt of Henderson
blankets, quilts or other cover- tionable, get
rid
of it.
than a poorly insulated one.
and the late Mr. Pruitt, and the tate Mr. and Mrs. Seth T.
ing. It will help to put crumplTests
show you can refreeze
Also, the kind and
Boaz,Sr., of Mayfield.
ed . newspapers or excelsior beef, veal and lamb
that show
temperature of the food
The prospective groom is a 1973 graduate of Mayfield High
between the cabinet and the no sign of spoilag
e. If the
makes a difference. A freezer
School and graduated in 1977 from the University of Kenblankets. Be sure to pin or package has been
opened, the
full of meat will stay cold
tucky, Lexington. He is employed at Bryan and Watts Cerfasten the coverings so that meat should
be rewrapped
longer than a freezer full of
tified Public Accountants.
they will not cover the air-vent before refreezing.
baked goods. And the colder
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, June 14, at 7
openings. The power may go
You can't always tell by the
the food, the longer it will stay
p.m. at the Emmanuel Baptist Church, Mayfield. A reception
on unexpectedly and ventila- odor whethe
r vegetables,
frozen.
will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
tion will be needed.
shellfish and cooked foods
Running the freezer 10
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
Twenty-five pounds of dry have spoiled
.
Bacteri
a
degrees below zero during the
multipand the recleptign,Only out of town invitations-wabe sent.
ice_ should hold the ly rapidly in
these footit; so
summer whin power failure is temper
ature of a half-full 10- don't refreeze
—:_....,
any of these
frequent is a good idea.
cubic-foot cabinet below freez- foods when
they have thawed
completely. If ice crystals are
still in the food, refreeze immediately. Usually it is safe to
do so even though the quality
may suffer. If the condition of
the food is poor or questionable, throw it out, it may
be dangerous to eat.
Under no circumstances
should you use melted ice
cream.
To refreeze-4ód at home,
turn
the
adjustable
temperature control, if your
freezer has one, to its coldest
position. The freezer will run
continuously freezing the food
quickly.
Place the warmed packages
against the refrigerated sur732 Fairlans Dr.
face if possible, but pile them
so air can circulate around
them. After the food is well
frozen, turn the temperature
DOGWOOD TREE — Millie Graves, chairman
of the Gar.
control to its usual setting.
den Department of the Murray Woman's
Club, and
Use refrozen foods as soon as
Margaret Trevathan, librarian at the Callow
ay County
possible.
Public Library, admire the white dogwood tree
given by
the department in observance of Arbor Day.
The department also presented the library with three
coffee trees
which are planted on the east side of the buildin
g.
PATIENT AT PARIS
Recently dismissed from
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn., was
Newman F. Sturdivant of
The freshness, the delight of a Spring Flower Show
inspires
Puryear,Tenn.
Estee lauder's newest collection of fragrance
gifts for
spring There's Youth4-26-80
Dew, Estee, tillage, and Azuree all
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Box 224-AL Murray; Mrs.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hilda V. Duncan, Rt. 2, Box
Margaret E. Stubblefield of
wrapped in boxes of generous blossoms and leafy
spring
Kidd, baby boy, ( Mary. 346, Murray; Ned
Buchanan, Tenn., has been
E. Edboughs. There's Cinnabar excitement too - wrappe
d in the
dismissed from the Henry 1411 Hillwood Drive, Apt. A, wards, Rt. 4, Box 184A, Murradiance of its own Cinnabar red. Come enjoy the
Murray
.
County General Hospital,
ray; Mrs. Dena A. Burd, Rt. 2,
delights of
Blake, baby boy, (Melody), Benton; Gary L. Lovett,
Paris, Tenn.
the show, and take home oil the prizes.
1417
Rt. 6, Box 7, Murray.
Ryan, Murray; Mrs. Kizzie A.
DISMISSALS
RECENT GUEST
Cantrell, Box 3120 University.
Carolyn S. Taylor and baby Station, Murray.
Bob Workman of Columbus,
Miss., was the recent guest of girl, Rt. 1, Box 103, Fulton;
Gregory A. Smith, Box
his mother, Mrs. John Mrs. Rita M. Todd and baby 4842F, Murray; Joe H. Prince,
boy, Box 403, Arlington; Mrs. 923 South Sevent
Workman, Murray.
h Street,
Tammy G. Brelsford and baby Mayfield; David
Downey. Rt.
girl, A-19 Fox Meadows, Mur- 8, Murray; Mrs.
BENTON PATIENT
Erie 0.
Dismissed April 23 from the ray; Mrs. Betty K. Cole and Futrell, Rt. 3, Box 141,
MurMarshall County Hospital, baby girl, Rt. 2;Box 70C, Ben- ray; Leonard W. Walker
, 728
Benton, was Judy Judd of Har- ton.
Nash, Murray; Leon J.
din.
Robert E. Johnson, Rt. 6, Phillips, Rt. 4, Murray.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB -- Four
years ago when I was 28 years
old I had a complete hysterectomy but the ovaries were
left I had a type 3 Pap test
and coning revealed that I had
cervical cancer Now my
husband's only sister who's 36
is having surgery for cervical
cancer Their first cousin has
also had a hysterectomy for
cervical cancer at age 30 Dr
Lamb, does this high incidence of cervical cancer
affecting me and my
husband's sister and cousin
sound statistically improbable/ We all grew up in the
same small town and I think
the same doctor delivered all
of us. Could there be a connection?
DEAR READER — It's difficult to make any conclusions
simply because a number of
people in the same family
have had cervical cancer
After all, cervical cancer is
the second most common
form of cancer in all women,
exceeded only by breast
cancer.
You may have read that the
second most common cause of
cancer deaths in women is
cancer of the colon and bowel
or more recently cancer of
the lungs. That's because even
though cancer of the cervix is
the second most common
cancer, it's now treated so
effectively in so many cases
that the death rate from cancer of the cervix has been significantly decreased. That
decrease has been because of
regular examinations resulting in early detection.

-riPmy pern_ _,

There is an inherited tendency to develop dancer What
that really means is that some
people don't have the same
resistance to developing cancer as do others To give you
more information about
cancer, I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 14-8,
Cancer A Fact of Life Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper, P0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019
There is some suspicion
that cancer of the cervix may
be associated with herpes
virus which can be transmitted like other infectious
diseases These viruses have
been isolated from cancer tissue and other viral products
have been noted in cervical
cancer tissue.
The problem is that iust
finding viruses doesn't mean
that they caused the problem.
Quite the contrary It could be
that for reasons we don't

understand that cancer
is particularly good ussue
which to grow viruses Af
all, cancer cells are acce
ated wild growth That
mean that they stimulate
growth of other things as w
Because you've had
hysterectomy, I am also
ing you The Health Let
number 14-12, H
Cystocele and Rectocele
includes a discussion of
effects you can expect af
ward Since your °vanes w
not removed and if their c
culaUon was maintained
spite of the surgery, y
should continue to have y
normal hormonal cycle Y
will continue to ovulate a
you should have a menopa
at the expected age
A lot of the variations not
after hysterectomy depend
whether the ovaries have
removed or not and whether
woman has already go
through the menopause or n
Many of the changes attnb
ted to a hysterectomy are
fact not related to the oper
tion at all

We would like to
extend best wishes
to Tina Todd, bride'
elect of Steve Sexton.
They have selected
decorating
accessories from our
complete decorating
line.
Tina and Steve will
be married June 6
1980

'

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed recently from
Lourdes' Hospital, Paducah,
was Loren Adams of Murray.

...Ai:heater Rd.
753-031'

Open Fridays
'NIB 30 P.M

Open Fr,days

_

GYMNASTICS
REGISTER NOW

WHITE 121511:1G

"Summer Session"
June 3-July 29
Mark Fisher Instructor
753-4647

Lyndia Cochran
Dance Studio

A Special Invitation to
The Estee Lauder
Spring Flower Show
of Fragrance.

111° HOSPITAL NEWS

r •
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Teeth-Dew Fragrance Favorites
1 oz Cologne
44 or Fou de Parfum Spray 8 SO the set
Yotrth-Dow Collector's Treeseres
3 oz Dusting Powdbr,
1.S'er Fou te Forfurn Spray
12 SO the set

The Cherry

Picture
Perfect
When you get the chance to get
out to enpoy the
warmth of the season make sure that
you look as good
os you *eel vt,th soortswear horn Whole Stag
and Bright's
Soft and easy to teem, these tops skirts,
shorts and
mans woll give you the confident look of o
woman who
knows what she wants and how to get
of With ncep
colors loke tangerine, lome, non and who,
to choose
from, you con put together
some really smart
combonatoons with lust a few poeces Bright's
.5 reody
to pift you IMO the pocture with White
Stag style

14-KARAT GOLD
VIDUAL ADD•A•BEAD ON
.11ARAT GOLD CHAINS

SUNJUNS

1
44-4;

the qua/try you expect from Boss is beautifu
into these sandals to make them the best walking lly crafted
you will find
for spring IL summer Thong 26'tn Navy
& Wine; Bectde ,n
Chestnut or 28"
All

look **
Ple W
4.41‘
ow,
S3S0 Den

Branch
Chestnut Street

1
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PACs!

Rh u Chapter-

Hears Mrs. Brandon
Speak At Meet Here
The Rho chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa met April 16 at 7
p.m. at Gene and Jo's Florist
with Jo Brandon giving a talk
on florists, flowers, and flower
arranging.
Several honors have come to
Gene and Jo's Florist during
the last year. Among these
honors are being selected as
directors in the FTD,twice being recognized as gold star
DOLL CLUB — Attending the meeting of the j
n Purchase Doll Club held recenflorists throughout the United
tly at DeVantes at Mayfield were, left to right, standing, Mildred Halteman, Katherine
States, and Jo's being
Wade, Pauline Hatchett, Lola Sission, Dessie Bruce, Mary Lewis Jones, Mary Louise
selected to do the Christmas
lobe Marguerette Pryor, front row, Gracie Erwin, Jan Ross, June Majors, and Anna
decorations for two major
Belle Earp. four visitors were from the Queen City Doll Club, Clarksville, Tenn. The
department stores in Califorclub will meet Tuesday. May 6, at 12 noon for a luncheon at DeVanti's at Mayfield. For
nia, a spokesman said.
information persons may call 489-2174w 247-4343.
As Mrs. Brandon made
several different types of arrangements, she gave bits of
information on flowers and
flower arranging. She said
that although leatherleaf fern,
which comes from South
America, is used as a base or
filler for most flower arrangments, foilage from the
which
Shriners
will
attend
the
The monthly social meeting
JayCee Civic Center. The Spr- yard or fields can be used. She
of the Murray Shrine Club was Spring Ceremonial which'Will ing Ceremonial is the spring also said that one should never
held at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday. be held in Paducah on May 24. initiation for new Shriners and use two colors of the same
Reservations tb?all those who includes a parade 'of the
April 19, at the Triangle Inn.
flower in an arrangement
plan to attend have been made various units of Rizpah TemThe only business conducted
unless the arrangement is all
at
the
Holiday
Inn
near
the
as an effort to determine
ple.
of one kind of flower.
Norman Klapp, secretary
Crystal Parks and Sue
and treasurer of the Murray Adams received two of the arShrine Club presided over the rangements Mrs. Brandon
meeting in the absence of the made for prizes, and another
president, Morris Bilbrey, was used as a centerpiece for
who recently underwent
surgery, and Leroy Todd, the
vice-president, who was not
present. •
Attending the meeting were
Nobles and Mesdames
Woodrow Dunn with their
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Felix
Mrs. Minnie Thweatt
Engel, Bill Moffitt, Kenneth
Jackson, Fred Westfall, Jack observed her 96th birthday on
Norwine, Jack Thompson, Thursday, April 24. A recepTremon Farris, Robert tion for her was held at the
Farley, James Armbruster, community room of the Bank
Clark Joy, Cliff Finney, of Benton on Tuesday, April
Charles Hinman and their 22.
Approximately 75 people
guests Noble and Mrs. John
King, James C. Williams and were in attendance.
Present for the occasion
E. K. Stacy. Also attending
was Norman Klapp. Mrs. were her children—Mrs. Isaiah
Klapp could not attend
because of illness. Mrs. Henry
McKenzie was a guest of the
club. Rev. McKenzie, a
SURGERY PATIENT
Shriner, is still confined to his .Norman Klapp is a patient
home.
at the Murray-Calloway CounIt was•a•nounced that the ty Hospital where he was
next event.. for the Rizpah scheduled to undergo eye
Clowns wilMthe Fish Fry in surgery on Thursday.
Paris, Tenn., on April 25. On
May 10 the Clowns will be preMAYFIELD PATIENT
sent for Hardin Day in Hardin,
Marie M. Pyle of Kirksey
and on May 13 will entertain
Route 1 was dismissed April 18
the children at Lourdes
from the Community Hospital,
Hospital, Paducah, between 6
Mayfield.
and 8 p.m.

Murray Shrine Club Meets
With Events Being Planned

8trideRite
The sandals
that outlast
summer.

ay

Spring sale

( Ruby )Treas of Kirksey, Mrs.
Lillian Green and Mrs.
Ernestine Staples of Benton
Route 1, Alus Thweatt of
Pasadena, Texas, Hendley
Thweatt of Westland, Mich.,
and Arthur Thweatt of Benton
Route 8.
Her two eldest children,
Raymond and Robert Isome,
are deceased.
Mrs. Thweatt has a total of
111 descendants including 21
grandchildren,52 great grandchildren, and 25 great great
grandchildren. Three grandchildren and two great grandchildren are deceased.

Blouses
Skirts, Jackets,
Pants

To

30%
509

OFF

0 OFF

Rack $10.00

Dor-Mae Fashions
Dixieland Center

Chestnut St.

Join the Fun
PLAN TO ATTEND

mieHres
iis
i eanciaNG moot
SOUTIERN

If your kids are thinking about sandals, get
Stride Rite'. Stride Rite sandals are made of
sturdy, fine quality materials, to last all summer
long.
Stride Rite sandals come in more sizes and
widths than any other sandals made, to fit better.
And our shoe specialists will take all the time necessary to ensure a healthy fit. So let your kids wear
the sandals that outlast summer: Stride Rite,

ENTERTAINING IDEAS! RECIPES!PRIZES!

Stride Rite
Anything else is something less.

Wools Side Shipping

Childrem's Shoes

Thursday, May 8th 7:00 P.M.

7S3-43
.
3

Murray State's Lovett Auditorium

DONATION MADE — Tonda West, left, chairman of the
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club, presents a check to Nancy Adams, general treasurer of the
Murray Club, for repairs on the club house. The money
was from a part of the proceeds of the Kappa Karnival.
New officers of the department elected at a recent
meeting are Alice Rouse, chairman; Susan Malone, vice
chairman;'Rita Ford,secretary; Betty Brockway, treasurer.

Founders Batiq Lie!
Held By Xi Alpha
Delta At Ken Bar

Cruet)

4

Lay-A-Way For The Graduate
or For Mom.

Xi Alpha Delta chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held its
Founder's Day banquet at the
Ken Bar Inn on April 25. The
event honored the 49th anniversary of the founding of
the sorority by Walter W. Ross
and the seven charter
members.
Awards were given and Barbara Williams was selected as
"Girl of the Year," an honor
bestowed each year to the person contributing to the sorority aboviband beyond the "call
of duty...
Those attending were:
Rhea netta Coleman, Debbie Villaflor, Bargara
Williams, Joyce. Ntmnally,
Lois Ruiz, Peggy Shoemaker,
Vicky Holton, Joyce Thomas,
Ila Brown, Glenda Wilson,
Mary Graves, Laurie Rollins,
Pam Thornton, Barbara
Chilcutt, Rowena Emerson,
Linda Knight, and Brenda
Estes.
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Barber Named Complex Manager

Mrs. Minnie Thweatt
Feted, 96th Birthday

•

El

the refreshment table.
Bess Kerlick, president,
presided. Jo Lovett, who
thji
,
is
the scholarship commi
reported that Tammy Fel er
has been selected as
ecipient of the 1900 schola
p.
Joanna Sykes of the
nominating committee submitted the following slate of
officers for next year: Doll
Reddick, president; Agnes
McDaniel, vice-president;
FOUR-H SPEAKER
Willard Ails, pharmai 1st dt the Murray-Lalloway County
Juana Dodson, recording
Hospital, spoke about drugs and the effects they have on the body at the meeting of
secretary; Jo Lovett, corthe Superstars 4-H Club. After his presentatipn, the students were given an opresponding secretary; Linda
portunity to ask questions about drugs and their effects.
Feltner, treasurer; Betty
Jackson, chaplain; Alberta
Korb, sergeant-at-arms; and
Sue Chaney, historian.
Mary Elizabeth Moore was
accepted as a new member.
Worthy Scribe - Kevin Barber, Murray.
She has transferred to the Rho
The Zeta Lambda chapter of
Pledge Trainer - Tom Higchapter from Florida.
the Alpha Tau Omega Frater- McKellips, Marissa,Ill.
Worthy Usher - Greg Glass, ginbottom, Mount Vernon,
Betty Riley, Agnes nity at Murray State UniversiInd.
McDaniel, Alberta Korb, and ty announced the newly Louisville.
Keith Barber the son of KenWorthy Sentinel - Finn
Clinton Rowlett will be atten- elected officers for the fall
ding the state convention in 1980 semester to be as follows: Swarting,Stockholm,Sweden. neth L. Barber, takes the ofPublic Relations Officer - fice of Complex manager for
Frankfort where Mrs. Riley
Worthy Chaplain - John
the upcoming fall semester.
Paul Turner, Danville.
will be a candidate for state Witt, Vero Beach, Fla.
Inter-Fraternity Council - Keith, a junior working
Worthy Keeper of the Expresident-elect.
Refreshments were served chequer - Taylor Hoover, Terry Prater, Owensboro and towards a marketing degree,
is a member of the Alpha
Mike Hall, Louisville.
by Juana Dodson, Crystal Frankfort.
Social Service Coordinator - Omicron pledge class where
Parks, and Geraldine Myers,
Worthy Keeper of the Anhe received the Ideal Pledge
hostesses.
nals - Mike Guenthner, Mike Costigan, Quincy, Ill.
House Manager - Keith Award.
The May meeting will be a
Louisville.
luncheon at 12 noon on Saturday, May 3, at the home of
Agnes McDaniel.
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Gift Bag For All!

With Ticket Only

Plenty Of Fun...
And Prizes For Everyone
Murray Sewing Center
Murray Appliance Microwave eook wore ,f
Ward Elkins : nffeemaker & Popcorn Popper
W3d Raspberry Center Piece
Donna's Needlepoint Needlework K it

Button Hole Attoctwoent
COCISCO 34 Piece Melamine Set (Set of 81
Murray Ledger B Tunes Free Subscription
Show UM 2 place setting Bamboo" Flatware Roses sir or Glft Certlficate
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Parker's Market
D&T Warehouse Foods
Coast To Coast Hardware
Dunn's Furniture
Goodyear
Big K
Otasco
Owen's Food Market
IGA
Murray Sewing
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Storey's Food Giant
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EDITORIAL

Voices In
Other Lands
The light of public information is dimming around the
world, American newspaper editors were told recently in
Wash:ngton.
A Puerto Rican newspaperwoman, Tina Hills, said press
freedom is on the decline, even
in many Western countries
which profess to believe in the
public's right to know.
Licensing of journalists and
government control of the press
is spreading in Nicaragua,
Chile, Costa Rica, Venezuela,
Colombia, Panama, Haiti and
Cuba, she reported.
A recent incident has demonstrated during the last year that
the constitutional press freedom guaranteed in Mexico can
be violated with impunity by
the Mexican authorities. They
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silenced the critical voice of
Jesus Blancornelas, former editor of the ABC daily in Tijuana,
and drove him into at least
temporary exile in the United
States.
Socialist and Third World
countries have demonstrated by
their support for government
control of news reporting by
urging the U.N. Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization to go on record in favor
of media control. They accuse
the Western press of overemphasizing negative news about
their countries.
American newsmen cannot
ignore the creeping shadows of
censorship in foreign lands.
Press freedom is a basic human
right. Truth should not need a
passport.

Muskie Appointment
Attracting Support
OFF

OFF _
m

i
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An AP News Analysis
By LAWRENCE L KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The unexpected appointment of Sen. Edmund S.
, Muskie as secretary of state is attracting broad bipartisan support and is being hailed as a shrewd political move
likely to boost President Carter's
ratings with Congress and the voters.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., a
leading critic of Carter administration
foreign policy, predicts the nomination
of the Maine Democrat, a former
governor and presidential contender,
will move through the Senate "with
lightning speed."
The appointment seems likely to
defuse much of the smouldering congressional discontent caused by the
failed hostage rescue mission in Iran
and the resignation of Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance because he opposed
that move.
It seems likely also to head off the
potentially politically embarrassing
confirmation hearings that might well
have occurred had Carter named an insider to head the State Department.
And it goes far to calm the troubled
waters of the government's internal
politics by placing a member of the
Senate's inner circle at the center of administration foreign policy decisionmaking.
"This is a fascinating appointment
from the political sense," said a Senate
insider who prefers to remain
anonymous. "This is exactly the sort of
politically astute thing Lyndon Johnson
would have done."
The appointment comes at a low point
for the administration. The president's
re-election chances are increasingly
seen as suffering from a perception that
his administration's handling of foreign
policy is inept.
The president's ratings in public opinion polls have been slipping from the
high point they reached in the first

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
As most American tourists can tell
_
you, the French, and especially the
Parisians, are not renowned for their
humility. , This remark by Francois
Nourissier from Cartier-Bresson's
France (1970) sums up an attitude that
4/0 many Anglo-Saxons have associated
with the late Charles de Gaulle:
There is a well-known saying that
the French regard the world as
consisting of three concentric
circles: abroad, the provinces,
and Paris.
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wave of unity caused by the seizure of
the hostages in November.
Carter narrowly lost a recent
primary in Pennsylvania and the
Michigan caucus, taking one less
delegate in each than Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy,1)-Mass.
The Muskie appointment left Kennedy at a loss for criticism.
"He's a man that will sift through the
facts, make a thorough examination,
and then come to a responsible judgment," Kennedy said, adding that he
believe, Muskie will prove a competent
secretary of state.
But Rep. Robert Bauman, R-Md.,
who heads the American Conservative
Union, questioned Muskie's qualifications for the job. He said the appointment clearly was political.
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., called the
nomination "a shrewd political move."
Senate Democratic leader Robert C.
Byrd of West Virginia, calling the 66year-old Muskie "a rock of reason,"
made clear his relief.
•'The Senate can be assured that at
last there is an individual in the administration that understands the
Senate,that understands the legislative
process," Byrd said.
Senate Republican Loader Howard
H. Baker of Tennessee also expressed
pleasure at news of the appointment
and many other Republicans said the
nomination will have clear sailing.
It was obvious that Carter had, for
the moment,stolen the thunder of many
of his critics.
+-+++-44-44-44444++4-4++

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

It's A Small World: Old Army
Friends Flushed Up By Column

By M.C. Garrott
After I recently wrote about the time
in 1941 when I was in the hospital at
Fort Knox, I received a prompt phone
call from Will J. Smith, a former
Mayfieldian now living at Lynn Grove.
Will J. had gone into the Army,
volunteering, in July of 1940, and trained as an aircraft mechanic at Chanute
Field at Rantoul, Ill. His brother,
Lester, whom we all knew as
"Droopy," enlisted a month later and
was assigned to the Medical Corps.
Droopy was on duty at the Fort Knox
hospital when I was there and had written Will J. about my being in one of the
wards. Will J. told me he still had the
' letter, which contiiined my recollections of the surgery - a bi-lateral hernia.
Will J. and I had a mutual Mayfield
friend, Johnny Byron. Johnny was long
and lanky, something like 6' 4", which
in those days was really up there. He
and I often played tennis together.
Johnny, too, enlisted in the Air Corps
that spring and the night before he left
for Chanute Field, the same base where
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Neither did the Legion nor the Indians get into the rain-making
business, however four of the county's distinguished leaders made
up the tribal council for Calloway County Rain Increase Committee.
Dr. A. H. Kopperud was elected chairman; William Dodson, secretary; Ray Brownfield, treasurer, and James Johnson, publicity.
Although a diligent search has been made through the 1955 files
in the faint hope that Johnson would reveal the mystery of rain
making, the recipe has never been positively pin-pointed until even
this late day, but will bet a bottom dollar to a donut Jimmy is able
to explain the H20 wizardry by reciting the alphabet from H to 0.
Somebody has gotten the rain-shaking thing back on track for it has
been a pretty good crop year ever since our good chiefs set up shop.
But there's no mystery in further reciting Supt. Buron Jeffrey's
record of efficient school operation. Aceording to 1955 reports
"Boots" operated the county schools on the new nine-month term
in 1955 on less money than the eight-month term operated in 1954,
a savings of about $35,000 was the estimate. Maybe it doesn't
make sense to the average reader, but it did make happy the school
board, who's }members pursued the fat-trimming exercise on the
school budget by buying the Rex Tabers Body Shop on Chestnut
Street, just east of North 12th Street, for $12,000 cash on the barrelhead without any borrowing, thus laying the foundation for extentive
savings in forthcoming years.
This was also the year in which one of the county's own sons,
Gene Mathis of New Concord Redbirds, won a coveted berth on
the North-South basketball classic. Further, Pieston (Ty) Holland
was recognized for his able stewardship of athletics at Murray High
School for 25 years service. In addition, Ty had a Filaying record
as an athlete during the years he was a student at Murray High
School where he won the everlasting title of Ty (for Tyrus Cobb,
national baseball hero) as a first grader baseball catcher shepherding his mini-flock with baritone commands.
To Bo Continued

Will J. ended up, he came out to our
place and sat and talked with me for
several hours, there in the darkness
and on the front porch, trying to persuade me to enlist and go with him.
My mother later told me that she was
just inside in her bedroom listening to
us and praying her heart out that I
wouldn't go. I didn't - not until some
nine months later when I had no choice
and was called up in Graves County's
first batch of draftees.
+++
Will J. and Johnny got together
several times while they were at
Chanute Field and where Johnny was in
the aircraft mechanics' class just
ahead of the'ohe Will J. was in. The
night before he left for duty in the
Philippines, Johnny came by Will J.'s
barracks to ask him to take some of his
personal things back to his home in
Mayfield - things that he wouldn't be
needing overseas.
Johnny went on to the Philippines and
was at one of the air bases there when
the islands fell to the Japanese shortly
after Pearl Harbor - some five or six
months later. He was captured and died
on the brutal Bataan Death March. I
still have to force myself to be halfway
cordial to a Japanese.
+++
Droopy went on to serve out the war
in Army hospitals and married a nurse
while in France. He is retired now after
working with a steel company and lives
in Levitttown, Pa. Will J. went on to
Key Field at Meridian, Miss., where he
served as an aircraft mechanic.

Kentucky Closeup
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20 Years Ago

Wayne Smith, a nephew of Will J. and
Droopy and a close friend of both
Cathryn and me. was killed in Holland
in the closing days of World War II.
Trooper Gary Smith, a veteran of nine
years with the Kentucky State Police,
works out of the
headquarters and
is a son of Will J.'s.
It's a small world, isn't it, and it was
good hearing from these friends of so
long ago.

Viola

When I was a 120-pound Murray State
student with a 28-inch waist, one of the
fellows on campus was a lanky, likeable
young fellow by the name of Billy Utley.
He was a Murray boy, I believe.
The other day, one of the campus
visitors for the annual Alumni Weekend
activities asked me, -What ever happened to Billy Utley?" I couldn't tell
her. I didn't know, nor have I been able
to find out since. A lot of people
remember Billy, but no one with whom
I have talked know what happened to
him.
Is there someone out there in
Ledgerland who can tell us what ever
happened to Billy Utley? We would appreciate knowing.
+++I liked this, apparently because I can
relate so well to it.
I think it was CBS newsman Harry
Reasoner whom they were quoting, but
he is supposed to have said that the
reason God was able to create the
heavens and the earth in six days was
because he didn't have to attend any
meetings.

By George Hacket

Branch Bank Gets
Business From Downs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — It's so
close to Churchill Downs that some
customers swear they get mud on their
shoes on a rainy day.
If they complained long enough. Fred
LeCompte probably would offer to pay
for a shine — he runs that kind of bank.
"We're home folks out here," he explained, while watching trainers,
jockeys and grooms come through the
door.
Bookies have been known to keep
checking accounts at the First National
Bank branch, and there have been
times when they requested $5,000 or
$10,000 in cash to settle the day's obligations.
"One teller, unaware of the bookie's
identity, followed policy and kept insisting he take a check because it would
be safer."
LeCompte remembers that Derby
eve morning when two detectives appeared and told him they were staking
out the area to catch anyone who might
be taking illegal bets.
The branch manager glanced across
the street and saw a familiar sight.
"The light bulb was on in a second
floor apartment, indicating the bookies
were open for business. One man was
stationed in the window with a
telescope so he could check odds on the
Downs'tote board.
"There was a bookie in each of the
two pay telephones in front of the
building; two more were leaning
against a mail box; two others were in
my lobby."
LeCompte counted 25 bookies working tbe neighborhood but the detectives
never spotted them.
Among the bank's famous clientele
was Roscoe ('ioose, vfho rode Donerail
to the largest Derby payoff on record
($184.90 for a $2 win ticket in 1913).
Once a month, until his death, Goose
would pull up in a black Cadillac to drop
off a box of groceries for the branch's
employees.
Since the bank is 80 feet from Churchill Downs, it attracts out-of stlite
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Dtclue Harold, Elkins, 19, a
Graydon Brice Thumpsun, 21, iheti
injuries sustained in a one car acci
on West Main Street, Murray,
night.
Danny Ray Todd, Larry
Ctuisman, John Wayne Hanunons. a
Larry B. Smith were inducted into t
United States Army in the April dr
call from Calloway County, act
to Mrs. Gussie Adams, eke
,
tut
secretary of Local Board No. 10
Selective Service.
Cathy Harris, daughtet of Mr,
Mrs. James Harris, was named as ni
outstanding student in bonne etunorrn
at Murray State University at t
Honors Day Program held Sunday .
Seniors at Murray High School nal
ed to the National Honor Society we
Judy Adams, Jennie Barker, Ma
Blankenship, Richard Blalock, [in
Boyd, Kathy Crider, Nancy Diugai
Leslie Furgerson, Susan Hale, Suzan
Hale, Rita Harris, Rosemarie Redma
Jayne Scott, Maria Shelton, Celia So
mons, Beth Tuck,and Richard West.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Harris of Mu
ray Route 6 will observe their 909, we
ding anniversary on May 3.
Showing at the Capri Theatre
"Midnight Cowboy" starring I :as'
Hoffman and John Vough-it.

visitors trying to cash checks.
"I will relax the rules a little bit, call
the person's home banker and ask for a
physical description of the customer. If
it fits, I cash the check," said LeCompte.
One woman left him speechless.
"She had come into the bank two consecutive days and cashed checks for
$200 each. I suspected the checks were
bad and called her into ins' office for a
chat."
LeCompte asked for references and
the woman responded."maybe this will
do." She pulled open her blazer — and
was naked from the waist up.
The bank's always spruced up around
Derby time but this year it will have a
different look.
All tellers will wear speciallymade
Derby silks. And the $45,000 gold trophy
which Churchill Downs presents to the
winning Derby owner will be on display
all week.
"We're locking it in the vault at
night," said LeCompte, who is eagerly
awaiting May 3.
That's Derby Day and this year, for
the first time in his life. LeCompte will
be across the street at the Downs watching the big race.
Have customers slipped him any
tips? Lots of them.
"The thing to remember about tips is
don't bet the tips they give you."

Bible Thought
"Then said one unto him, Lord, are
there few that be saved? And he said
unto them, Strive to enter in al the
strait gate, for many l say unto you,
will seek tor enter in, and shall not be
able.- Luke 13:23-24
One's ielationship to Cod and
eternity should depend upon Bible
teachings and not upon personal ter)
ings. Disappointment may come
to
many!

Recertification for funds by Ow
ing and Home Finance Agency
Murray Housing Conunission ha
made, according to telegrams re,
from Congressman Frank A.
blefiefti and Senators John S. t
and Thruston Morton.
Special guest speaker at the di' :
meeting of the Purchase
Homemakers Club to be held Ma,
MurrayoState College will be Mrs
j
Sherman Cooper, wife of Sei.di,
Cooper. Music will be presented 0
Mrs. Vernon Shown and Mrs. Richar
Farrell of Murray. Mrs. Tip Miller
Murray is district secretary.
Robert Everett is serving as minister
of the Second Street Church of Christ.
Mrs. Leland 'Owen, a chartcr
Member.of the Magazine Club, gave a
list of the charter members of the Club
organized here in 1910 at the ineeti
held at the home of Miss Cappie Beale.
Sellers Leach and his Orchestra
played for a dance last night at the Murray Country Club.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"The Story On Page One" starring Rita
Hayworth, Anthony' Franciosa, and Gig
Young.

30 Years Ago-- --

Three Calloway County residents
Janie Faye Pogue, 22 months. Mrs
Dorothy Fay Pogue. 27, and Da!
Pogue, 8—have died of injuries sustain
ed in a car-truck collision that oceurrec
on April 29 on Highway 68 near
Paducah.
Other deaths reported include George
W. Rowlett, 90, and Mrs. Bettie Adams
Moffitt.
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, Murray physician and president of the Kentucky
Medical Association, will be thefeatured speaker at the meeting of the
Second District Medical Association to
be held May 11 at Owensboro.
.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Spring Fever," to be presented May 3
and 4 by the senior class of Murray
High School include 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
Jean Corn, Euva Parker, Walter
Moser, Phil Sprunger. Ltritia Maupin,
William Smith, Bettye West, Brinda
Smith, James Lee Thomason. Richai d
Shackelford, and Martha Jean Stagner.
A presentation of awards program
was held at the meeting of Murray •Cu'a
Scout Pack 43, according to Duane Buxton. Cubmaster.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre
"The La 'Takes A Sailor" stamng
Jane Wymàlt and Dennis Morgan.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 1. the 122nd
day of 1980. There are 244 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On May 1, 1931, the Empire State
Building — then the tallest building in
the world — was dedicated in New
York.
On this date:
In 1522, England declared war on
France and Scotland.
In 1898, an American naval force
under Adm. George Dewey destroyed a
Spanish fleet in the Philippines' Manila
Bay.
In 1945, German radio announced the
death of Adolf Hitler in Berlin.
In 1960, the Soviet Union shot dowthe American U-2 reconnaissance plait'piloted by Francis Gary Powers.
Ten years ago, in the Vietnam War.
American troops thrust deep into Cambodia to search for enemy command
pasts.
Five years ago, the Communist
Khmer Rouge government in Cambodia was recognized by the United Nations.
t. Last year, a close adviser to Iran's
Ayatollah Khomeini was assassinated
in Tehran and a secret antirevolutionary group claimed responsibility.
Today's birthdays: Entertainer Jack
Paar is 62 years old.
Thought for today: In . the midst of
great loN , do not promise tc vr man
anything, in the midst of great a later du
not answer a man's letter - Chinese
proverb.
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Win Fifth Game In Three Days To Go To 16-3

Tigers Win Doubleheader From Ballard Memorial

TONY HERNDON worked both ends from the pitching
mound to home plate yesterday, coming in in relief
(above)to sae both of Murray's wins and scoring(below)
as the Tigers needed every run they could get in two tight
games.

By GARY GAR'lli
Sports Writer
How would you find relief?
For the Murray High Tigers,it
would come in the form of
Tony Herndon. Herndon
answered the call for Murray
Wednesday afternoon when he
appeared in both ends of Murray's doubleheader win over
the Ballard Memorial
Bombers.
The Tigers took the first
game 7-4 and came from
behind in the nightcap to nip
the Bombers 5-4 in a fiveinning contest.
Herndon took over for the
Tigers in the fifth inning of the
first game after the Bombers
had come up with two runs to
cut Murray's lead to one and
were threatening to take the
lead.
Murray starter David
McMillen had held Ballard to
only one run, an unearned tally in the fourth, before the
troublesome fifth inning.
The Tigers, who had scored
twice in the first on singles by
Herndon and Kim Wilson,
teamed with a double by
Bruce Taylor, and once in the
second on a walk and a single
by Jon Billington, went into
the fifth carrying a 3-1 lead.
Four hits, including a triple,
combined with a walk allowed
Ballard to tie the game and
left Bomber runners on second
and third with t,wo out. Herndon came on in relief of
McMillen and fanned the next
Ballard batter to retire the
side and enable-Murray to ecsape the inning with a tie.

The Tigers did not leave the
game tied lor long. Three
walks, three wild pitches, two
Bomber errors and a stolen
base, all capped by a double
by Taylor gave Murray four
runs in the sixth and a 7-3 lead.
Ballard scored one unearned run in its final at bat to
round up the final margin.
Tiger coach Cary Miller
summed up Herndons relief
work, "He did a fine job. He
came in and threw strikes and
threw hard. That's what we
had to have.
At the end of the first game,
Herndon's relief work was just

beginning.
Tiger lefthander Bobby
Daniel drew the starting
duties for the nightcap, a
game shortened to five innings
before the start because
Ballard need to keep an appointment at home.
Daniel ran into control problems early, yedding a pair of
runs to the Bombers on a
single, a walk and a hit
batsman in the first.
The Tigers went down in
order in their half of the first
and fell behind by three runs
as Ballard put one accrass in
the top of the second.

BaLlard's score in the se- bat in the third.
cond came unearned as the
Following a Tiger error to
leadoff man reached on an er- the Bombers' leadoff batter in
ror by the Tiger third the third enabling Ballard to
baseman. With two out, Den- score its fourth run, the Murton drew a walk and coach ray defense kept the visitors
Miller pulled Darnel in favor away from the plate for the reof Herndon, who surrendered mainder of the game.
The 'Nem tied it up in the
a single to the Bombers' first
baseman,driving in a run.
fifth when Eddie Requarth
Murray catcher Bruce sent David McMillen, who had
Taylor began to provide some singled to lead off the inning,
offensive power for the Tigers home with a basehit.
Murray scored the gamein the home half of the second.
Taylor homered to open the in- winning run in the bottom of
ning and followed with a two- the fifth on a sacfrice fly by
run shot, bringing Murray to Kevin Wright. Herndon singlwithin one at 4-3 in his next at ed to lead off the inning and

was replaced by pinch runner
Tom Schwettman. Schwettman advanced to third and
after Taylor and Wilson and
reached to load the bases,
Schwettman came home on
Wright's fly to center field.
The Tigers upped their
record to 14-3 with the sweep.
Yesterday's pair of victories
were the fourth and fifth wins
for Murray in the past three
days.
The Tigers enjoy a day off
today before hosting Webster
County at 5:00 p.m. and Davis
County at 7:30 p.m. Friday
night.

•

should be exciting with three
performers who have cleared
17 feet. Glen Colivas of Austin
Peay, who set the stadium
record with a height of 16-6
during a meet in April, will oppose Bruce Wodder of the
Knoxville Track Club.
"All of the events will be
pretty highly-contested, but
those two stand out," said Cornell.
Kentucky's Pat McCulla,
who won the discus competition last year with a throw of

182-7 (also a stadium record)
will return. He also won the
shot put with a toss of 54-7.
Murray State's David Rafferty and Jerry Odlin, who
tied with former Racer David
Warren for first place in last
year's 3,000 meter run, will be
back again. Their time of
8:06.9 is a stadium record.
-We could see several
stadium records broken," said
Cornell. "If the spectators
come out, they'll see some top
flight track and field."

Lady Racer Basketball Banquet
Strikes Hopes For Coming Year
It was a banquet last night the front court with a 5-9 guard
to honor the 1979-80 Lady Lori Barrett of Marshall CounRacer basketball team but ty High School.
head coach Jean Smith used it
Flynn was a two-year
also to voice -a bit of "high regular at Northern Kentucky
hopes- for the coming season. University and will have two
Members of the Murray years of eligibility beginning
team were presented with "On next season. Smith also hinted
the Move" T-shirts and Smith that she may have another 6-1
helped support that banquet performer on the way.
theme as she discussed the adJunior Laura Lynn was
dition of three sizable per- named the team's most
formers to the Lady Racer valuable player and also earnroster, which included no ed the scholar athlete award.
seniors and only one player Lynn, a junior from Paducah,
over 5-10 this season.
led the Lady Racers in scoring
Along with nine players for the second consecutive
from last season's 12-19 team, year with a 14.6 average.
Smith will have help in the
Other award winners includform of 6-2 forward Marianne ed Diane Oakley (most imBaucom of LaPorte, Ind., 6-1 proved and best field goal
center Cheri Nagreski of Ben- percentage), Bridgette Wyche
ton, Ill. and 6-0 transfer center ( best defense and most reFlynn
of bounds) and Janice McNancy
Lawrenceburg, Ky.
Cracken (most assists and
Smith has also added size in best free throw percentage).

Big
Is

During the month of May, Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda, Inc. service department offers the following Tune-Up Special for carefree summer driving.

COUPON
Tune-Up includes (with coupon)
6. Check all belts & hoses
7. Check lights
8. Check brakes
9. Check exhaust systems
10. Check windshiek wiper blades

'2995

JUST

Good Only At Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda, Inc
Expires 5-31-80
alp oat and bring coupon with you. Please call for an appointment
Phi Rogers, Service blaneter

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda,Inc.
SOO Chestnut

Tryr
ONNIII
SP

Hwy.641 South-Murray, Ky.753-9491
Open 9 a.m. to 9 pa.Sally
1 p.m. To C pa.Sunday

NEW PRODUCTS FOR 1980

5

Spin Casting Reel

5

LOWRANCE °E3CD

Model 112

• 5

Reg. $9.95
Sale $695

Features:
All Metal Gears
7 Point Metal Pick-Up
Star Drag-Metal Spool
10000011
Plop.

Lowrance-Blue Water Pro
Straight Line Graph Recorder

e,

Quality Tacke since 1897

%

4lMEM

Jointed Bamboo Poles

LRG-1510B

• 800-watt super power
transmitter (100 watts RMS) for
maximum sensitivity, high
speed, greater depths
New 30-foot scale shows more • Shallow water readings to less
details than ever before.
than 12
• Variable speed paper drive
The easy-to-read straight line
records 24 per hour for low
graph that everyone's talking
speed cruising, up to 150 per
about Is now better than ever
hour for high speed operation
Shows bottom, fish and structure
from 0' to 360 Four depth ranges • Patented electronic motor speed
control adjusts sonar for greater
of 0-30', 0-60', 0-120 , and 0-360'
depth accuracy
give shallow-to-deep versatility
• Completed graph paper rolls
with the flick of a switch.
are automatically rolled and
Lowrance grayline`" feature
stored inside case
provides the ultimate in sensitive
• Stainless steel internal parts and
separation of targets, sharply
gold-plated contacts tor improved
defines bottom variations and
reliability and longer wear
expands the information available
• Operates at speeds of 65 mph
to you. Designed for use in either
• Separates targets only 6 apart
salt water or fresh water
• Comes with extra stylus and
environments
graph paper(two 50' rolls).

Straight Line Graph:

41.

=4;ii&
•
;="'''''llk.m..611".."
.
11 a"milm."811

011•1111

Honey brown varnished bamboo pole with
aluminum, rolled edge, sliptype ferrules
and tip top.
All Bamboo Poles Sale

$1 00
•
OFF

All Sizes in Stock, 10', 12', 14', 168 18'

Reg. $549.50
Save $52.00
$41,9750
Sale

Boron Worm Rod
5'6- one piece, high density Boron blank, aluminum oxide
guides, mag-lite handle. Boron metallic fibers are 30%
more sensitive than graphite, 70% more sensitive than
fiberglass.

"INFLATION FIGHTERS"
TUNE-UP SPECIAL

1. New spark plugs
2. New points
3. Set timing
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Change oil

Boy
rkhdayi
of Au)
1969,
and tr
tle Lea'

Sporting sows

Murray State Track Meet Saturday
The second annual Murray
State Twilight Invitational
Track Meet will be held Saturday at Stewart Stadium with
amateur athletes from 23 colleges and track clubs participating. Competition in the
19-event meet will begin at
4:30 p.m. and continue
through 9:30.
Among the schools participating will be Kentucky,
Memphis State,6eorgia Tech,
Middle Tennessee, Western
Kentucky, Austin Pea) and
Murray State. Athletes will
also represent the D.C. International Track Club, the
Mason-Dixon Track Club, the
Gateway Striders and the
Knoxville Track Club.
Murray State men's track
coach Bill Cornell said he expects the 400 meter intermediate hurdles to be a
hotly-contested event. That
competition features Ralph
Mann, a former Olympic
silver medalist representing
the Mason-Dixon Track Club,
Olympian Fred Sowerby, a
former Murray State runner
now with the D.C. International Track Club, and Nick
Sturgill of the St. Louis Track
Club.
-Mann won the intermediate hurdles here last
year and holds the stadium
record in that event 51.12i,"
said Cornell. "Sowerby was an
All-America for us. That
should be quite a matchup. All
three have run under 52
seconds in that event."
The pole vault competition

Thi

7514150

Retail $99.50
Model BC-200

Big Mac's Price

The New 4600 CB
Has All Barcia Features
plus narrow spool,
super
lightweight,
palming side plate,
fast-cast Thum-BAR,
stainelss steel ball
bearings, high speed
and exclusive selfcentering disengaging
level wind.
Retail $137.95

$6995
Schauer Sportsman
Deep-Cycle
Battery Cahrger

Ambassadeur
4600-CB

Model 0223-21

NEW

f1-1
I Murr
Mu r r
Th
Youth

/school
Sale $2995
Save $10.00
Especially designed for deep discharge type batteries. this model will recharge 6
volt or 12 volt batteries at 10 amperes Equipped with an electric timer charger
will charge o battery for ony time interval selected from ' hour to 12 hours.
When the timer times out. the charger automatically and completely shuts off
Ideal for trolling motor small golf cart and conventional farm'and auto batteries
W.carry a full line of Schauer Chargers for home. farm ot marine use

Big Mac's Price

All At Discount Prices

$7995
.440•,..sirawsmaddi.-a,

Fo
!these
'form
Morro
_142071

treet
'State

I Mail _
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Mental Errors Hurt
Lakers In 11-4 Loss
Calloway County coach Joe
Stonecipher would prefer
esterday 's 11-4 loss to Farmington never happened. The
Lakers have lost other games
this year, but this one was particularly hard.
Calloway had defeated Farmington in an earlier, contest,
10-0, before dropping a later
10-2 decision. But in yesterday's game, everything went
wrong. Stonecipher even tried
four different pitchers and
was even thinking of using
more, but nothing worked.
Calloway was still in the
game after a two-run second
inning tied the game at 2-2 and
one in the third left it at 4-3 in
Farmington's favor.
But in the fourth inning, the
Lakers showed the first in-

Thinks Filly's Mind Will Be On Other Things

Arcaro Calls It 'Mystery Derby,'
Likes Rockhill Native's Chances

dication of collapse wtuch
would ultimately soak through
entirely by the next inning. A
pickuff attempt at second base
went wild and the dam had
broken.
The next inning was a rash
of Farnungton just teeing off
on the ball and Callowaymental errors. Third base was left
open on one occasion, allowing
a Farnungton runner to stroll
over from second base. And a
couple of times, throws were
made on impulse rather than
on execution.
For Calloway, Don
Hargrove, Jimmy Bynum,
Tim McAlister and Jeff Garrison had runs batted in.
The Lakers travel to Lowes
for their next game at 4 p.m.
today.

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Comxpowdeat

Little League Tryouts To Be Held
Thursday Through Saturday
Boys and girls with bir,,f,hdays on or between the dates
-.Of Aug. 1, 1967 and July 31,
1969, are invited to register
and try out for this year's LitIle League Season.

Little League Field in the new
portion of the City-County
Park at the following times:
Thursday, May 1, 4:30 to 6:30
p.m.; Friday, May 2, 4:30 to
6:30 p.m.; Saturday, May 3,10
a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m. to 3
p.m.

Tryouts will be held at the

SPECIAL—SPIED/it— SPECIAL — SPEIAL — SPECIAL

SPECIAL —SPECIAL

Summer Special
Monday, April 28 thru Friday, May 2

7

Let us check your tires for correct
7
air pressure and tire wear FREE.
Proper Air Pressure increases your
fuel economy and life of tire. We will
balance all 4 tires for
$900
Special Price
Reg. Price $1 3.60

12

Save $4.60

Call 753-2617 for
an appointment

95

695

Keep That Greot GM feeIng W.th Genulne GM
Port
1

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South — 753-2617
SPECIAL—SPECIAL— SPECIAL —SPECIAL

— SPECIAL —SPfCIAL — SPECIAL

A GLUM DAY FOR CALLOWAY is the message on the
face of Dan Key, one of four Laker pitchers, in an 11-4
loss to Farmington.

Gibbs Solves QB Battle
With Impressive Spring
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
When Murray State holds its
final spring football scrimmage tonight, one question
mark that stood boldly before
the start of practices has been
turned into a resounding
period — Gino Gibbs has earned the starting quarterback
position for next fall..
Gibbs has not only had to fill
the sudden gap that appeared
when Ricky Ray declared he
was leaving; he has had to
learn a whole new system
since his transfer from College of the Canyons Junior
College.
Learning a system as intricate as one which coach
Mike Gottfried employs can
severely test the skills of even
who owns as many as Gibbs
does, but Gibbs has shown improvement in each game this
spring, and there is currently
no doubt who will at the helcn
in August.
,"I've just really been taking
it easy trying to get the system

Oil

'1.100
OFF

Join 1,000 young people in one of the newest and most
extensive college-sponsored youth programs in the United
States. Murray State University again is offering one of the
largest, most exciting, and varied summer programs anywhere.
Find offerings in such recreational activities as basketball,
football, baseball, and many other active-participation
programs on the campus of Murray State University.
Participate in academic workshop offerings in such program
areas as art, band, horsemanship, and many others. Enjoy field
trips to the outdoor world of the Land Between the Lakes. a
national recreational area operated by the Tennessee Valley ,
Authority, only twenty miles from the campus.
Make new friends while discovering many different and
stimulating recreational, vocational, and educational interests
on the "South's most beautiful campus."
Accept the invitation to enroll in this great. new Murray
State University Summer Youth Program.
Swimming, June 1-6
Baseball, June 1-6
Girls' Basketball, June 8-14
Tennis, June 8-20
June 22-July 3
July 6-18
Boys' Basketball, June 15-20
Horsemanship, June 16-20
June 23-27
Heart of Dixie Band Front Comp
June 22-26
Football, June 22-27
Art Workshp, June 22-28
Casavant Cavalcade Workshops
July 7-11

iSummer Youth Program
'Murray State University
'Murray. Kentucky 42071
The Murray State University Summer
I
'Youth Program is designed for junior high
school and senior high school students.
For information and a brochure on any of
'these programs, fill out and return this reply
'form or write: Summer Youth Program.
!Murray State University. Murray, Kentucky
02071.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.tAP) —
This is a "Mystery Derby"
and that's the way it ought to
be,says Eddie Arcaro,looking
toward Saturday's running of
the 106th Kentucky Derby.
"There is always an
unknown quantity about the
Derby," added the 64-year-old
riding legend, rated the
greatest stakes jockey of all
time. "It's the first big test of
the season. The East meets
West. Most of these horses are
barely 3 years old.
'To most fans it may appear to be a 'so what' Derby:
It's true the performances
against time haven't been as
good as those of Seattle Slew,
Affirmed and Spectacular
Bid, the great colts of the last
three years.
"But, who knows? There
could be a superhorse in this
lineup which just needs a little

down," the 5-foot-11, 190 pound
junior Gibbs said about his approach to a competitive
scramble for the position. "I
expected more competition. I
do have some awfully good
guys backing me up.
"It's not like I walked in and
took the position."
Not at all. From the moment
Gibbs fastened his chin strap
and began calling plays, he
has had senior Brian Crall,
sophomore Winston Ford and
junior Jerry Powell hot on his
tail.

"I was thinking about the
situation in Murray. I had to
capitalize on that chance. I've
had a real good spring and I
couldn't ask for better
facilities. You would think
you're at a Big 10 or Pac 10
school.

"Mares frequently win, It
Arc de Triomphe race
Parts. Many regard that a
the toughest race in the spurt
"The fillies and mares d
well
racing
anion
themselves. I don't see why
Genuine Risk didn't concentrate on the filly Triple Crown.
She would have had a good
chance to win them all."
Arcaro rode his first Derby
winner in 1938 abroard Lawrm
after Trainer Ben Jones had
walked him twice around the
track to clear his head of
cobwebs from an evening of
high jinks. He followed with
Whirlaway, Hoop Jr., Citation
and Hill Gail.

"She was a good filly," he
explained, "and she looked
good early in the week. But
when the race started, she
came up dull. Normally she
shot out of the starting gate
like a bullet. But she dropped
"Ben Jones was a tough
back at the start and never got
into the race. Her heart was guy," Eddie recalled. "In
1952, Hill Gail got fractious in
somewhere else.
"Still, she lost to a good the paddock from the crowds,
horse. Omaha went on to take hornblowing and noise. Ben
smacked him right across the
the Triple Crown."
nose to settle him down.
Arcaro said normally there
"But where you really must
is no reason that a good keep
your mount cool is down
female horse, fully matured, the
stretch — fans packed on
shouldn't hold her own against both
sides of you, screaming
the males.
their heads off. You only get it
"Take Ruffian," he said, in the Derby, nowhere else — I
referring to the brilliant, always called it the dreadful
tragic filly who broke an ankle Tunnel of Sound."

Olympic Plaza

Phone 753 2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

MYLANTA

MOTH4X5 DAE MAY 11th

Effective Antacid,'
Anti-Gas Liquid
12 oz.

AMBASSADOR

MOTHERS' DM

Cards

Limit One

We can
easily
transfer
your refill
perscripfion
to Byron's
Discount
Pharmacy

Arthritis
Strength
Bufferin
Child Resistant Cop
100 Analgesic Tablets

We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

The Women's Gentle
Laxative

Mrs Limit One

12 EXP:
Si 99
Coupon .ntol

Expires June I
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20 Exp.$3.19
24 Exp.$3.59
36 Exp. $5.494
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\
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\e Estimates
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Arcaro's distrust of fillies ill
the spring comes naturally.
He was aboard Nellie Flag,
a filly and strong race
favorite, in the 61st Derby in
1935 — his debut in the Churchill Downs classic — and
finished fourth behind the winner, Omaha.

506 N 12th Mona , Ky.
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Swimming
o Baseball
o Lady RACKS
0 Tennis
Casavant Cavalcade
0 Field Conductor - Drum Major
0 Exhibition M•rching
0 Baton Twirling Teams
0 Rifly Squads
0 Flag Corps
O Racer Hayketball
0 tiorseminship
O Heart of Dixie Band Front Camp
0 Art Workshop
O Racer Football

"I asked Chuck Howard
ABC producer) how I might
say it," he said. "1 was afraid
I would get bleeped. Around
the track, we call it horsing
around. So I simply said fillies
are inclined to fall in love in
the spring.! wasn't bleeped."

in a match race against Derb
champion Foolish Pleasure t
1975. "She was built like a st
— strong and robust. In faa
she was too tag and Lou fast fu
her spindly legs.

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

"I thought I could really'
contribute if I was taught a
system the way it's supposed
to be taught."
Gottfried and quarterback
coach Dan Walker echoed
Gibbs' belief.
"He's shown a lot of maturity," Gottfried said.. "He's
been steady all spring. Here at
the end, I think he has shown
his leadership ability.

"I've been working on a
higher release with bigger
linemen," Gibbs added. "I
haven't run the offense
against the whole defense yet.
"He has very good speed
In the last game, the defense
and is throwing the ball very
had the majority of the
confidently. He can turn a bad
'crunch bunch.'
play into a good play with his
"I'm not saying that the foot speed. If they rush him,
OVC defenses aren't good, but
he has the ability to getaway.
if you can run against the OVC
"It took him five days to
champions' defense, you can
learn the new system.".
run against anyone if you put
"When evaluating the films,
your mind to it.
he looked very' good to me.
"When I walked in last year, That was the first indication.
Walker said. He was agall I heard was `OVC crunch
gressive in doing his best to
bunch.'So I feel we just need a
learn the new system. It
more productive offense.
helped him come along faster
"When I came here, I just
that he became a student of
went at it with all I had. I knew
they had plenty of quarter- the offense.
backs.
"He paid attention in
"In the second scrimmage, meetings. He worked real
things started to come
hard in transfering what he
together — what to do and
learned. He made mistakes,
where to go. Then I had a real
but he learned from them.
good game in the third one."
"There was a period of
When Gibbs first caught the dehydration that really
eye of Murray State scouts, bothered his concentration. I
particularly coach Gottfried, didn't know about it. I noticed
he was practically over- he was slipping.
shadowed by the likes of
"He has performed addefensive back Terry Love mirably. He is delightful to
and the other players from watch. He ran the ball well,
College of the Canyons who scrambled and started doing
eventually came to Murray.
the things we knew he could
But Gibbs did not have time do.
to worry about it, for he had a
"We believe in working with
tough battle even then for the the quarterback during the
quarterback position. By the summer. We will send them
end of freshman year, though, mental worksheets in which
he was getting his share of they can play a game on paper
playing time and beginning to against different defenses.
catch Gottfried's attention in
"Something else that is very
the game films.
important is his leadership. It
"In the cafeteria at the time is something he has adopted
(the first year Gottfried ap"'through his training. The
peared at Canyons), coach
players respect his ability and
didn't want me to go," Gibbs his desire for the team to do
said. "He said Gottfried will well."
be back.
As Gibbs continues to win
"I also was heavily that respect and drill passes
recruited by San Jose State, into the waiting arms of his
Texas El Paso and Houston. receivers, even the "crunch
But 4,000 away from home
bunch" may be grateful for
(Savannah, Ga.), I was think- not having to tangle with this
ing to get closer.
slick customer.

nuine Risk ran a close third in
the Wood at Aqueduct.

more experience. I look for an
exciting race."
Arcaro, who rode in 21 Derbies and won five in a brilliant
career that spanned three
decades, again this year will
be the pressbox expert for
ABC-TV
"I sort of like the second
horse, Rockhill Native," said
the saddlesnuth, speaking by
telephone from Miami. "No
special reason, I just like his
style."
Plugged Nickle, winner of
till Florida Derby and Wood
Memorial, is the early
favorite at 9-5 with Rockhill
Native, who won the Blue
Grass Stakes last week, second choice at 2-1.
Arcaro admitted that he was
unable to generate much enthusiasm for Genuine Risk,
the first filly to challenge the
males since 1959.
In the 105 previous runnings
of the Kentucky Derby only
one filly ever won it. That was
Regret in 1915. That, insists
Eddie, . should tell us
something. 7
"Fillies don't run well
against males this time of
year," he said. "Spring is in
the air. When they get around
males, they fall in love and get
kind of frisky and unmanageable."
Arcaro said he found this a
delicate situation to explain on
the air 10 days ag^ when Ge-
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Lakers' Jabaar Took Care Of That

Sonics Have Run Out Of
Miracles In NBA Playoffs
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By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES 1API —
There will be no more
miracles by the defending National Basketball Association
champion Seattle SuperSonics
this year. Kareem AbdulJabber, with a little help from
his friends, made sure of that.
Seattle fought from the
brink of elimination in its
Western Conference semifinal
series wag Milwaukee, corning from a 3-2 deficit to beat
the Bucks and earn a shot at
Los Angeles in the conference
finals. The Sows fell behind
again, but the Lakers wouldn't
let them off the hook.
With Abdul-Jabbar performing brilliantly, even for him,
the Takers finished strong, as
has been their pattern recently, to end Seattle's season 111105 Wednesday night and earn
a berth in the NBA championship series against Eastern
Conference
titlest
Philadelphia.
So the Sonics were
eliminated, meaning that for
the Ilth straight year there
won't be an NBA champion
successfully defending its ti-

tie. That hasn't happened
' since the Boston Celtics won in
1967-68 and again the following
season.
There will be a couple of
redhot teams competing in the
NBA finals, the Lakers, who
are 8-2 in postseason play, and
the 76ers, who are 10-2 in
playoff action.

It looked for a while that
there might be a Game Six.
Seattle led 59-46 late in the second quarter,6244 at halftime
and through most of the second half. But the Lakers
scored 14 of the game's final 21
points to win going away.
Twenty-year-old rookie Ear'Magic" Johnson, playing
with the coolness of a 18-year
Los Angeles lost the opener veteran, had 20 points, 10 Seof its best-of-seven series to bounds and 10 assists for the
Seattle 108-107 at the Forum,
Lakers. Norm Nixon and
where the Lakers were 37-4
Jamaal Wilkes added 19 and
and
season,
regular
during the
15 points, respectively, for Los
will open the finals against the
Angeles.
76ers Sunday afternoon.
Dennis Johnson led the
But after that setback, the Sonics with 29 points, inLakers blew the Somcs away cluding a 40-foot three-point
in four straight. Seattle was field goal as the third quarter
bidding to become only the
fourth team in NBA history to
come back from a 3-1 deficit in
a playoff series, but it wasn't
to be.

Abdul-Jabbar had gamehigh totals of 38 points, 11 rebounds and seven blocked
shots Wednesday night. He
scored 12 points in the fourth
quarter, including a skyhook
with 3:13 to go that gave the
Lakers a lead they would hold
the rest of the way.

'UNCLE JEFF'S TOYAND
_CAMERA DEPT.
POLAROID mbt
Buys

Reg. 5230.00
List

,Polaroid
SX70
Alpha I
Brushed Aluminium Frame
Genuine Leather Trim

Special Buys

1 19

50

Special Price

Req. S180.00 List

Polaroid
S

$0950

Special Price
Plastic Housing

Calloway Middle
Schools Win Meets

The Calloway County Middle School boys and girls track
teams won their respective
meets yesterday, defeating
Benton and South Marshall.
The wins left, the boys
undefeated at 5-0 and girls at
4-1 going their next meet, the
Paducah Invitational this
weekend.
The freshman also won its
meet to raise its record to 5-1
going into the Paducah meet.
Girls Results
Team Scores — Calloway County 80 13, Benton 3$1-3, South Marshall 14 1-3.
Seveoth Grade Ewan
100 Yard Dash — Lisa Hopper 1 1st 1,
Deanna Garland (2nd).
50 Yard Dash — Hopper (1st I.
440 Yard Relay — 1st (Garland, Christ!. Nance,Sandra Cook, Hopper
Eight And Ninth Grade Events
Shot Put — Virginia Hounshell I Intl.
Karen
Discus — Tolley I' iii), Hounshell
High Jump — Noreen Herndon 1st
Vicki Houghton i 2nd 1.
Long Jump — Houghton ( 1st 1,
Michelle Miller i 3rd I.
60 Yard Low Hurdles — Herndon 11331,
Mandy Miller 13rdi.
100 Yard Dash — Brenda Cnttendon
, 2nd
440 Yard Dash—Jill Childress 1st I.
440 Yard Relay — 1st (Childress,
Mylinda Mitchell,Tammy Lusk, Rhonda
McCuiston ).
220 Yard Oasis— Mandy Miller 12nd 1,
Garland t 4th),
50 Yard Dash — Childress list
880 Yard Run — Crittendon (1st), Ten
Malcolm 2ndi, Bonnie Hutchens i3rdi.
Michelle Miller 14th).
880 Medley Relay — 1st I McCuaton,
Lusk. Mandy Miller, address).
880 Yard Relay — 1st ILisa Williamson, Lusk, Mandy Miller, McCuiston 1.
Bays Results
Team Scores — Calloway County 67,
5,South Marshall 141,
Benton 3.5,
Shot Put — Randall Duncan I 1st 1,
Glen Brandon 3rd)1
Discus — Ray Tolley I 1st 1, Mark Barrow 12nd
High Jump — Darnell Tharpe I1st
Bill Tolley 2nd

X70 Model 2

Special Buys
Special Buys

ended which gave his team an
84-82 advantage heading into
the final 12 minutes.
John Johnson and Gus
Williams added 19 and 18
points, respectively, for Seattle. Fred Brown, who scored
34 points in Game One, had only 10 this time, just two of
them in the second half.
The Lakers earned the
homecourt advantage over the
76ers by a whisker. Los
Angeles was 60-22 during the
regular season, Philadelphia
59-23.
Game Two will be played at
the Forum next Wednesday
night, with Games Three and
Four at Philadelphia on May
10-11.

long Jump -- Thorpe list), Bill Tolley
lnd
50 Yard Dash — Tharpe 150, Bryan
Mason (401
180 Yard Dash — Bill Tolley 2nd),
Mason I' 3rd )
100 Yard Low Hurdles — Ricky Boggess , 1st I, Mark Duncan
I.
440 Yard Dash — Todd Albritton 2nd I,
Richard Dowdy 3rd).
880 Yard Run — Dowdy 1st ), Mark
Thorn 4th )
440 Yard Relay — 1st (Steve Markle,
Ray Tolley, Bill Tolley, Tharpe).
880 Yard Relay
1st iMarkie, Ray
Tolley. Dowdy, Boggess
Ninth Grade Boys Results
Team Scores — Calloway 67, South
Marshall 43, Benton 38.
Shot Put — Gary Worthsun 3rd) 30-4;
Ricky Smith 14th1 30-1.
Discus — Bryan Tebbetts 4th ) 76-0
High Jtunp — Jeff Butterworth (2nd
tie) 5-4
Long Jump — Butterworth i Ist 17-0.
Keith Lovett (2nd) 16-3.
Tnple Jump— Butterworth (1st ).
120 Yard High Hurdles — Dale.Torsak
1st 19.05.
100 Yard Dash — Scott Lusk I 2nd )
Mile Rue
liareley list 516, Mike
Wicker I 3rd
• 880 Yard Relay — 2nd Lusk, Torsak,
Rusty McKenzie,Stacey Underhill)
440 Yard Dash — Lovett 1213(1 )57.83.
180 Yard Low Hurdles — Torsak( 1st ).
220 Yard Dash — Lusk 2nd
880 Yard Run — Robert Duncan i)f
2.24.8, Wicker '4th).
Mile Relay — 2nd, 4.256

Murray 135, Caldwell Co. 193
Murray i 135) — Velvet
Jones 44, Christine Spann 53,
Jo Beth Oakley 48, Connie
Spann 55, Lisa Clees 43, Wege
Rushing 64.

SPORTS ATA GLANCE
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106 Jr. Cruiser

*For use indoors
and outdoors
'Unisex sizes

("Tv z•-*--•

'Exclusive mounting system
allows for easy
replacement of shoes

$2499

115 Cruiser
iiiikv\IPrr"
$3799
I.

Special Buys

Adult Sizes

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W
L
Pet GB
11
5
Putsbirgh
°wag°
9
6
AO/
14
8 10
444
St Innis
4
0',
6
9
.403
Phdadelphia
5
6 10
375
Montreal
375
New York
5
6 10
WEST
11
5
772 —
Houston
BM
))).2
13
6
°neuron
650
Los Angeles
1
13
7
6
7 11
.389
San Diego
6 11
1.3
Atlanta
350
San Francisco
8
6 14
Wednesday's Games
St_ Lam ft Chicago 2
Pittsbirgh 5, Montreal 0
New York 2. Phladelpha 0
Houston 5, Cincinnati 1
San °ego 2, Atlanta 1
Lon Acifteles 4. San Franosco 3
'Ilmsdays Games
00, at Phtstargh
Montreal
'andelartai 3-0
Atlanta Plimicro 04) at San Igo
J Wise WI
Phaadelstia (Carlton 2-0 at New York
(Falcone I-ti.(n )
Walton (Jleieltro 141 at Cknerralt
(IACuss 311 (rt
Only games scheduled

,'Palmer

51.

Residential-Commercial—Interior-Exterior—Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop, Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Etc.

Parking Lot Marking
We Are Fully Insured
No lob Too Large or Too Small

FREE ESTIMATES

DIAL 753-0839

CARLOS BLACK JR.
& SON
PAINTING CO.
701 South 4th Si Murray, Ky.
X

By Tar Asatelated Press
BASKFIBAIL.
!Waling Baskritad Amocinne
aEl/FIAND CAVALIERS — Signed
Stan Wank,head mach to a tree-year contract
MILWAUKEE BUCKS -- Dave Meyers,
forward, retired
BASF:BAIL
Armerkin Lowy
NEW YORK YANICEI
— Saki Jan
Kaat, pitcher. to thr St. LCUIS Cardinal.
FOOTBALL.
reatlsasi Fasessi Lamar
HAIITAKNO: (TN:IS — Traded Dm
liarderran, owing tack, to Denver for Or
Braorna' 1.31h-rotind draft chore us this
year's drat.
()AMAMI) RAIDFItS
Traded Jack
Talus% delenave hack:and Ow seventh
round draft chores vs the IWO and 19111 to Ur
110110:111 (Men tor Kenny King, riming
twit
FTTTSBURGH STEM FILS
Traded
We Fry, Menne end, to San Framer°
tn est-hinge for the Were 121treand park in
WerInesday's drat
SEATT1 F. SEAHAWILS — Traded Fammy Green, tnebarter, to Houston for Ur
Odors' 10Ih mind draft Fork tat year and an
wellatiosed pirk In ISO

j

Family Size 7 Oz. Tube

\rizarar

_
NO
,NTYLE
,•
88

is
I.
is • us

"By
Have A Great
Ton With Out
Working At It.
Tons Indoors
And Outdoors

••
• •
H IGHWA

.
N

.$219

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

Kills Fleas Up To
3 Months
Dog Collar

•
•

.11
.
N
•
.
•0

96'
111

Mylanta Antacid
Anti-Gas

New Dawn 2
Conditioning Shampoo
In Hair Color

ws:go:
rhaodBn

•
E
s

Moisturizing Beauty
Lotion

Pack Of 5

Large 6 oz Bottle

..$389

5108

Size

• $3
•••

Oil Of Olay

Twin Blade Cartridges
sew

Just

'•
•
•
•

Sals Yaw Choice

Schick Super II
•

For

Ut

Fast Action, Low Sodium
12 oz. Liquid
100 Tablets

51 19

r

7 Oz. Aerosol
Rave NonAerosol
Hair Spray
401,
Regular or
Extra Hold
Sole Your Choice

Extra Strength Tylenol
Capsules
Extra Pain Relief-$
Contains No Aspirin
sai.
100 Copusles

Mennen
Skin Bracer
After Shave

•min
•

4 oz wi

Wahl 4 In 1
Massage
Kit

$797
Norleco
Dial-A-Brew

$2377

Black
Co

•• UI
•• Sh
•
•
UI $1
UI

.

Cordless Citrus
Juicer, Powerful,
Compact Portable
Battery Operated Juicer
Model HB1110

U

UTM

.
U

$977

Model HB5140

4 Light Settings
Two Swivel Mirrors
Regular Or Magnifying

..$1047

$1 588

Sanyo AM/FM
TV Band
Portable Radio
Deluxe Styling
With Digital TV
Bond Indicators
AC/DC Operation, AM/FM, Cilopsible $
Metal Carrying Hama
Model RP8330
Sala

3488

o
S

Dazey
Seal-A-Meal

Northern 4-Way
Lighted Mirror

Model 1623 sae

.
1

Cooks a 3 course
dinner for 2 in minutes
Presto wipe clean, non stick
hard surfoce inside and out
with complete recipe-instruction book
Model PE-3

Norelco
Super Juicer

Automatic 10 Cup
Coffee Maker, With
Brew Miser, lets You
Make As Few As
3 to 5 cups

..$2298

.
0

Presto Wee
Cookerie
Whole Meal Maker

Extra Powerful, Light Weight,
Comfort Grip Handle
No. 4180

Professional
Transactions

PAINTING

0
39tS
pOS

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
Tororto
9
563 —
New Yoh
9
500
1
Boston
8
471
1"1
Milwaukee
461
Baltimore
7 I
2B)
3 r
Detnut
7 1
3619
3
Cleveland
Si
233
3',
WEST
Chicago
.667
12
Oakland
12
.8CO
Kansas(Ity
10
.556
2
Texas
10
556
2
Seattle
11 1
.524
2',
Nisannota
10 1
.5170
3
Califorma
8 1
444
4
Wedomehty's Games
Detroit 5, Texas 4, 10 goings
litirresota 10. Seattle 3
Balluncre 7, New York 4
Kansas (Sty 3, Tcrento 0
Milwaukee at Cleveland, ppd fog
Crscago 2, Boson 1
Cahfonsa 2, Oakland 1
.
llanamy's Games
Cleveland
Denny 0.2, at Toronto
ni
(lemenctyk I-21.
Boston (lira 10) at (..hrego )TrIlllt I.
I
Sena* (Bt
01) at Cal:forma
(Knopp 0-1 ), n
Only games scheduled

Colgate
Toothpaste

4 oz

Menthol
Lemon-Lime
Tropical Coconut
11 oz.

F

QT ntan
Lotion
Coppertone"

4

Gillette
Foamy
Shave
Cream
Regular

•
•
•
II
I • r•

Prices Good Thu Sun.
We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

$ 56

Baseball At A Glance
•icr.

I

thwagelgii24,44744Wk:
•
Raid Ant
COgat ,!!7

Murray Golfers •
Defeat Caldwell
The Murray High girls golf
team won its first home match
on the summer greens yesterday, defeating Caldwell County by 58 strokes. Lisa Clees
was the medalist with a 43.

Uncle Jeff's
Health 11 Beauty
Aid Dept.

lo.m.iss
•'''
§

MOOD

••
.
.
I..

•

8"

Seals everything in on air tight
boilable cooking pouche so you
con cook meals in advance
Double recipes and save half
Model SAM-1

•
•

Ingraham
Digital
Clock

BI
•
•
••

Digitron, modern white case with
lighted simulated electronic
digits, repeat alarm. Model 59030C
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$349
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ome items not exactl as
•icture
iso& Master Charge Accepted

Sole

Uncle Jeff's Clothing Dept.
Levis

Men's

-a

Bay's

Levis Big
Levi
s_Keg
Big Bells SAVE 8-14Bell
Slim &
NO
W Reg. $13.99
Reg. $16.99
88

$1388

Sale $

Sole

Sizes 28-38

One Piece 12'
Molded

x\'''

Big Bell

With

.1 288

Arms

Student Sizes

97

Reg. S14.99$

Reg 5 37

$
6
77 $
9

Sole

Mountain
Mist
100%

Cane Pole

Boat Seats

1

First Quality

Use Our Convenient
Layaway Plan

Model
No 385

Ladies

Minn Kota
35

Tops
Assorted
Styles
and colors

Polyester
Fiberfill

Trolling
Motor

For Stuffing Toys
and Pillows

$7400
Reg 589 50

Just $1 99

Ladies

Jogging
Shorts
By
Wrangler
Toddler
Sizes
Only

Painters
Paints ,

Men's

Sale

Yellow
Peach
Tan
Lt. Blue
Green
Only

Deck
Shoes

Uncle Jeff's has the largest selection under 1 roof
of hardware, paint, automotive,
plumbing, electrical, sporting goods, health and
beauty aids, housewares, clothing
and shoes, toys, a complete camera department
and the lowest priced discount
pharmacy in the entire area. Everything At Discount
Prices.

Reg. $6.99 $555
$ 1 299

Super Specials From Uncle Jeff's Hardware Department
Drill
Grass
Press
Seeds

Bench Type
3 Speed
/
1
2"Chuck
Reg. $139.99

Annual Rye
31 Tall Fescue
Creeping Red Fescue

$9900
Black & Decker
Cordless

Lawn Mower
Battery
ft
At Low Prices
$31 87
Schauer
Car Ramps
Deep Cycle
Charger

Boat Tires
and Tubes

Grass
Shears
$1 899
\

5 Lb. Bags
111111111W

Triple Action

Vegetable
Dust
$249

6500 Lb. Cap
9" Lift
Reg. $24.99

110 Volt

Bench Grinder
Reg. $105.95

saie$8999

No. 6621
One Gallon

7 Drawer
awl"'
man

Sale$1 9
99

With 12 Hr. Timer

$4257
sock

0 tie&

6"

Volt

Bench Grinder
Reg $67.99

110V
220V

("7-1

Reg 5189 00

$12500
10"

Bench Grinder
Reg. $165.00

599

$4
Sale

Roll Around
Tool Chest
"Close Out

6/12 Volt
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Sprayer

1.1.11A

4 Lb Bag

8"

Hudson Duralite

Sale

3
5
0
0
$1
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Reflections And Observations Of The 1930 Class
tr-r-

EDITOR'S NOTE Follow- Murray State Teachers Coling is a copy of the message lege, cast our mainsails to the
delivered by Dr. Halene Hat- wind, and made toward
cher Visher at the Golden An- unknown shores just at the
wirers:4o observance of the onset of the Great Depression.
Murray State Univesity Class
We went forth from this
of 1930.
campus, it had a total of five
.1 The observance was held buildings These included the
Saturday, April 26, on the Atimmistration Building, now
campus at Murray. State.
Wrather Hall; the Library
Building, later named Wilson
Dr. Halene Hatcher Visher
Today as we proudly Hall; Wells Hall for women;
celebrate the Golden Aruuver- the Training School; and the
sary of the Class of 1930, we Auditorium, now Lovett
reflect gratefully upon the Auditorium. The first chapel
achievements of the past. In in this new structure was held
addition, we experience a January 2, 1929.
The contract for the sixth
sense of excitement when we
observe the many evidences of building,- the Library, soon
the remarkable expansion and renowned for its beautiful
growth that now dominate this bronze doors, was let on April
campus. As graduates of the 10, 1930. This campus landearlier years, we take pride in mark will be rededicated this
the abundant hallmarks of afternoon t April 26, 19801 as
progress. This beautiful cam- the Forrest C. Pogue Special
pus, with its great variety of Collections Library.
Except for
practice
wonderful facilities, stands in
sharp contrast to that from teaching and related educawhich the class of 1930 cut tion courses in the Training
loose its anchor of security in School, all other classes were
taught in the first two above
mentioned buildings. The Administration Building, in addition to its offices, provided
facilities for the physical and
the biological sciences. And
the Library Building, Wilson
Hall, held, in addition ot its
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP)
The special federal grand jury classrooms, both the byminvestigating alleged corrup- nasium and the library.
However, the Little Chapel
tion in state government has
resumed its secret delibera- dominated as the focal center.
tions by calling SiX witnesses, Here students, teachers, and
administrators assembled
two
including
Virginia
daily with pleasure and profit.
businessmen.
Also appearing at Wednes- Usually the programs were
very outstanding. They conday's session were three
Frankfort accountants and a sisted of a desirable combination of the best of inspirational
state mining official. All six
witnesses declined comment talks; debates by members of
the Debating Club, sponsored
on their testimony.
by Prof. L. J. Hortin; lectures
One of the Virginia men
by faculty and guests; and
identified himself as Win
Holbrook, of Richmond. The programs of music, drama,
other was identified by his at- art, and literature.
If we turn back in our Book
torney only as a representative of Virginia Electric of Memories, we can hear for
example, Dr. Carr reciting
Power Co.
•
The attorney said federal poetry from Burns; Dr. Wells
urging students to strive for
prosecutors were interested in
the best in achievements, or
business connections between
the Virginia power company, giving dynamic pep talks
A.T. Masse Coal Co., of Rich- which lifted school spirit to a
mond, Va., and Appolo Fuels, high level, or leading us in
Inc., a Middlesboro-based coal singing from the little Golden
Book of Favorite Songs. Also,
company.
State mining records for Ap- never to be forgotten are the
programs by Mr. Jim
polo Fuels, headed by John
Asher, of Cumberland Gap, Glasgow, who stressed the
Tenn., were among 140 permit importance of high ideals and
files subpoenaed by federal good work. These chapel exprosecutors before the special periences contributed
grand jury was empaneled significantly to the developlast June. Asher has appeared ment of a remarkable sense of
before the grand jury twice unity and a deep feeling of
this year, declining comment belongingness.
Furthermore, the cultural
on both occasions.
Ralph Waddle, director of programs occasionally includthe permits division in the ed the best that could be
state Bureau of Surface Min- brought from afar. Some of us
ing Reclamation and Enforce- recall, for example, the
ment, was making his second Cossacks Choir. One of the
appearance before the grand many contributions of Dr.
jury. Waddle also testified on Wells was that he provided
March 26, apparently in con- abundant opportunities for exnection with the federal in- cellent programs, not only
vestigation of alleged free for the students but for
favoritism in the state's handl- the entire community.
ing of strip mine permits.
As we reflect today, other

Jury Resumes
Deliberations;
Calls Witnesses

striking contrasts abound on
every hand.
In 11130 no blacktop road was
anywhere near this small
agrarian town. Some students
came to school in Model-T
Fords, or sinular cars. Many
arrived daily on the "accommodation train," affecuunately called "The Doodle Bug" by
the students. Those who commuted by tram from Paris,
Tennessee, for example, left
for Murray at 7:15 each morning and were joined by others
along the way at stops in
Puryear. Hazel, and Tobacco.
A bus from the campus provided transportation for the
connection and also picked up
local students along its route.
The return southbound train
left Murray about 5:00 o'clock
in the afternoon. Similarly,
many students north of town
came by train.
We had no store of riches;
we had no subsidies, grants, or
loans from government or
foundations. But we had the
belief that education is the key
to a successful and happy life,
and we had the will to strive
even under adverse circumstances to attain that
goal.
Therefore, we are grateful
for the high quality of our
training received in this small
institution, which fostered
teacher-student relationships
more of the Mark Hopkins
type. The professors gave
freely and abundantly of their
time and energy to help
resolve the problems of the
students, as well as to help
them develop professional
proficiency. Our teachers did
not have their names on impressive volumes as do many
prolific writers who leave
their teaching to graduate
assistants and think of the
students as mere numbers instead of individuals.
Fortunately, we had such
professors as Herbert Drennon, Charles Hire, Jim
Glasgow, and Floy Robbins,
who set us aglow with enthusiasm and inspired us to
delve deeply into our subjects;
C. S. Lowry, who unceasingly
endeavored to teach us how to
think, not what to think; Mary
Moss Carr, who taught us the
essentials of writing and
speaking; W. M. Caudill, who
inspired us to make • positive
choices with high standards
for value judgments; L. J.
Hortin, who, in 1928, began to
lay the foundation for a very
outstanding Department of
Journalism, from which have
emerged Pulitzer prize winners and renowned editors of
magazines and newspapers;
Carlisle Cutchin, who guided
the Thorobreds to impressive
victories; and Garland A.
Murphey, who possessed a
"Memory flank" that could
outdo most modern-day computers. He always correctly
combined names and faces, to
the astonishment of everyone
who knew him. In addition, we

ded to the curriculum a unique, two-hour course entitled
"How to Study," the first term
of which he taught with the required text book being the dictionary. For the second term,
Margaret Bailey, librarian,
taught us the arts and skills
Reflections of the Class of for using library materials
1930 must also include expres- and facilities. I was most forsions of gratitude to many tunate in getting to take this
others, among whom were extremely rewarding class
Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar; when I first entered Murray
E. H. Smith, director of exten- State as a freshman in 1927.
The year 1926 marked
sion services; and Alice Keys
and Tenrue Breckenridge of another milestone in the life
history of this vigorous,
the president's office.
Our administrators and our young, dynamic school. The
professors possessed the change in name from Murray
greatest gift of all - the gift of Normal School to Murray Norcaring. Their personal con- mal School and Teachers Colcern enhanced the develop- lege clearly indicated the
ment of our confidence, moral primary function to be that of
fiber, wisdom, and sense of training teachers, many of
responsibility. They inspired whom would go into rural
us, encouraged us, and loved areas to teach in one-room
us. Moreover, their assistance schools. Hence, Dr. Carr held
continued long after our that a graduate should have
some knowledge of just about
graduation.
The desire to know the every major area of learning.
students better and to serve Thus, the list of required subthem more effectively was the jects was long, ranging, for
impelling drive that led Dr. example, from a course in
Carr, in 1926, to become the agriculture with Stanley
dean; with Dr. Rainey T. Pullen to a class in public
Wells, the second president. school music with Stella PennSoon afterwards, Dr. Carr ad- ington. Then in 1930 the name
had Willuun R. Bourne and
Belle Walker to whom the
Shield of 1930 was dedicated
with the quotation from
Ruskin, "When love and sk/11
work together, expect a
masterpiece.''

of the institution was again
changed to that of Murray
State Teachers College. So the
emphasis continued to be placed on the broad tramuig for
teachers.
The founders of Murray
State chose the shield as the
ensignia and placed upon it
three stars, faith, hope, and
endeavor. Ideals are like
stars. We cannot succeed in
touching them with our hands;
but we can choose them as our
guides and in following them
reach our destiny. Thus the
lofty ideals of the founders and
of the select faculty seemed tc
permeate the entire campus
and to project standards of excellence to guide us. To be
sure there were deviations
from acceptable conduct or
achievements, but they were
dealt with accordingly - never
ignored.
,Our reflections upon the
past must also include projections for the future. May we
continue to look forward with
hope and faith; and may we
always endeavor to help direct
the destiny of Murray State
University toward higher
goals.
As we now become
members of the distinguished

Emeritus Club, we commend
its founders for having
established a special scholarship to which we gladly contribute. And we piedge to you
and to our Alumni Association
our best; for we by, our Alma
Mater, we cherish •r!ts tradition, and we shall hold its banner high. We trust that in our
long journey since 1930, our
actions have brought honor to
Murray State; and, that our
contributions
and
achievements reflect the high
standards of quality which we
found here.
Those of us who have been
members of the Alumni
Association for several
decades have observed its
remarkable growth in
numbers, its vast expansion of
services, and assistance, and
its tremendous increase in the
number and value of scholarships. Thus we take great joy
in the vivid contrasts between
the conditions of today and
those of earlier years when we
struggled to establish that
first scholarship.
.T.he most remarkable
growth in the Alumni Association, however, has occurred
during the past twelve years.
We are grateful for the untir-

ing efforts of Maned J. Vinson,
who as director of alumni affairs since 190, has led this
Association to an imposing
level of achievements in many
respects. The record-breaking
number of 109 scholarships,
ranging in value from $500,
91000, or $2000, to be awarded
this year, clearly indicates the
dedication he has to this Alumni Association and to Murray
State University. Similarly,
publications reveal a growth
in the list of alunuii from
about 7,500 to approximately
29,000 for whom files are
carefully kept. Let us all seek
to improve the quality of Murray State by supporting the
orojects and the efforts and
activities of our Alumni
Association - a keystone for
continued growth of this
University.
And now, may the stars of
faith, hope, and endeavor continue to shine upon us. With
gratitude for all who have
come our way, the Class of
1930 humbly dedicates its
Book of Memories to our administrators and the faculty of
Murray State; and, to our
understanding, supportive
parents who gave to and expected from us the best.
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Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
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to collect...
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By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have been married for 69
Years. I am 93 and she is 90. Before we were married. Myrtis
and I "went together" for almost a year. In all that time she
never found out whether I was a "poor lover" or a great one.
My work took me out of town from Monday through Friday,
so we spent our Saturday evenings together in her parents'
home (in the "parlor") often with either one or both parents
present. Sometimes the two of us would enjoy a meal in a
deluxe restaurant. (It cost me 75 cents plus a 10-cent tip.) I
was doing well as a traveling salesman. I made $100 a
month plus expenses!
Sunday mornings we always went to church together.
Myrtis sang in the choir. So did I until they found out what
was the matter with the choir — then I didn't sing there
anymore.
We fell in love, but not the way they do today. No so much
as a good-night kiss before we became engaged. When I
asked her to marry me, after much6pleading on my part she
finally said yes. Then I took her in my arms and planted a
big kiss right on her lips. And that was it. No more than a
hug and a kiss until we were married some two months
later.
Well, I guess I turned out to be a pretty fair lover. We had
five children, 17 grandchildren and 28 great-grandchildren.
You may want to put this in your "My, how times have
changed" file. Anyway, Myrtis joins me in sending you our
love and appreciation for all those wonderful columns
through the years.
ELIAS P. TYLER, SHEFtMAN OAKS, CALIF.
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Emge Dry Cured Smoked

69'
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CHICKEN
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Eckrich All Meat

BOLOGNA

$119

Owen's Best Whole Barbecue

CHICKEN
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CARROTS
Golden

2/39'

Pipe

BANANAS

(b29

Wash State Golden Delicious
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19'
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PEARS

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

FOR FRIDAY,MAY 2, 1980
What kind of day will superiors. Don't let entomorrow be? To find out what thusiasm cause you to neglect
the stars say, read the present tasks. Your mind
forecast given for your birth works overtime.
Sign.
CAPRICORN
ARIES
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)1
'
44 Enthusiastically you may
Problems possible with accept an invitation and then
those at a distance. A trip later have second thoughts.
could strain your finances. Don't _le suspicious or you
Welcome a new work op- spoil your own good time.
portunity.
AQUARIUS
"ob.
TAURUS
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Investigate home imActivities with children and provement projects. Friends
love ones bring pleasure. A may prove distracting at
sexual matter may prey on present and also may in some
your mind. Care needed with way diminish your enjoint assets.
thusiasm.
GEMINI
PISCES
(May 21 to June 20) ngir- (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll make progress from
Talks with close allies are
behind the scenes. Let ideas favored, though a superior
develop before sharing them. may not quite understand
Watch difference with friends. your viewpoint. Do further
CANCER
work on creative projects.
(June 21 to July 72) GOO
YOU BORN TODAY are
A short trip in connection diplomatic and cooperative
with business brings luck. and work well in partnership.
Don't let friends interfere with Something of a dreamer, you
completing work assign- often need someone else to
ments. Keep plugging.
handle the practicalities. Your
imagination inclines you t the
LEO
arts. You'd make a good
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Capitalize on a beneficial writer, esp of poetry and
work development. Financial fiction. Your sympathetic
gain possible. However, nature makes you a good
Mixing business with pleasure counselor or physician. You
may have an esp talent for
is not recommended.
music or dancing. Law, acVIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) riP LA. ting, teaching and interior
Optimism has you making decorating are other possible
future plans, though a family vocations for you. Watch a
member may raise some tendency to become lethargic
objections. Hold fast to your when you gain security.
ideals.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)
NOTE:
Your best bet is to do further
Offices Close
research about a financial
matter. You're hopeful but
at the
shouldn't rush things. Close
Murray Ledger
allies are helpful.

17 oz

Libby's Bartlet

PEACHES

DEAR BERT: Yes, and also devious.

Frances Drake

4 Roll Pkg

Limit 3 Din.

;PPI
IIPT

DEAR ABBY: I can't believe that you aren't aware that
most married women consider every single attractive female
a threat to their marriages.
For your amusement, when I became a widow, a married
woman whom I had known only slightly called to tell me
that she was beside herself with grief because her husband's
doctor had told her that her husband might go "any
minute." But, of course, she was not allowed to tell him.
Well, today, seven years later, the husband is still hale,
hearty and thriving.
Very clever, wouldn't you say?
BERT

Your Individual
Horoscope

beans

A113 With
$35.00 Order

Grade A
Large

BACON

DEAR HAD IT: Better not banish your dancing doll
to the garage, or it might be "taps" for your marriage.

89'
89'
5., 69'
16., 69`

194
P.NA

1/ Owen's
Best
Slab Sliced

DEAR ABBY: I can sympathize with the woman whose
46-year-old husband has begun taking clarinet lessons. How
about a 56-year-old wife who has taken up tap dancing?
Do you think I'm being unreasonable when I insist that
she do her tapping out in the garage? She has a long
extension cord for the record player.
HAD IT IN LOS ALAMOS

I.

Chscken 01 The Seo

Choice Of I With
$12.50 Order

REAR ELIAS: Thanks for a wonderful column
piece. Your letter was a real "upper."

•
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Task Force Meets Concerning
Possible Shortage Of Money

Seven MSU Students
Win Cash Prizes In
Advertising Competition
Seven Murray State University students have won cash
prizes in an advertising competition sponsored by the Kentucky Industrial Advertising
Association ( K1AA).
Winners of the first-place
award of $2011 was the team of
13111Burshear of Louisville and
Scott Walker of Salem, Ill.
The second-place prize of
$100 went to the team of Bob
Felker of Paducah, Russell
Grimes of Louisville, and Jeff
Miller of Campbellsville.
Sheryl Nelson of Louisville
and Susan Rtiyan of Ft. Knox
won the third-place award of
Sponsored by the KIAA as
part of as annual program to
promote advertising education, the contest was conducted for Murray State
students within the graphic
design area and the Department of Journalism and
Radio-Television as a creative
competition.
Bill - Butt, an account executive of Doe-Anderson
Advertising Agency in
Louisville and a member of
KIAA, supplied Joe Rigsby of
the Department of Art with a

By SY RAMSEY
fictitious but realistic problem
Stumbo said a congressional eliminating it or carrying on
Associated Press Writer
concerning a coal gasification
'iaison aide who was sent to as previously.
FRANKFORT, Ky. API — Washington several days ago
facility designer and builder
The secretary said he has
A state task force on food has telephoning optimistic decided to proceed for the
The designer also offered in
stamps met today to decide reports on the stamp situation. month as though nothing will
terfacmg components for sale
what could be done if the
Rigsby, a former vice presi"We've been running the change.
federal assistance to Ken- stamp program without any
dent and senior art director
"We're sending out the
tucky is reduced or cut off problems until last year," he authorization cards, which
for the Louisville advertising
because of a money shortage.
said.
agency, then conducted the
will include a brief explana"We're very concerned,"
competition among design
At that time, it was learned tion to recipients about the
Human Resources Secretary
students in art and advertising
the national food stamp pro- situation," he said.
Grady Starnbo said Wednes- gram
students in journalism and
Then, he said, June
expenditures were exday.
radio-television.
ceeding the cap set by Con- authorization cards will be
He said 457,000 persons who
Students were required to
gress, which then came up printed on the assumption
have been receiving $18
design ads for trade and
with a supplemental ap- there will be no change.
STUDENT AWARD WINNERS — Seven Murray State University students who won
million a month in this state
business magazines, do direct
"If there is a change, it will
propriation.
competition
sponsored
by
the
Kentucky
Industrial
Advertising
prizes
in
an
advertising
could be affected.
mail pieces, design brochures,
The same problem is occur- take us a few days to
Association (K1AA) are shown with two art teachers and others involved in the comAll the money involved is
and develop a trademark as
ring this year, with the out- reprogram the conputers to
petition. Standing (left to right) are: Susan Rhyan, Ft. Knox; Bob Felker, Paducah; Sheryl
federal except for a 50-50
part of the company's corprint new cards," Stumbo
come uncertain.
Nelson, Russell Grimes, and Bill Burshear, all of Louisville; Jeff Miller, Campbellsville;
state-federal sharing in the
porate identity.
said. "So you're talking about
Stumbo said the deadline is
cost of the Kentucky staff
Joe Rigsby and Mike Brun, members of the art faculty at Murray State, and Scott
Fifteen teams competed for
a possible two-week delay for
May 15 for any action by Con- June ( in that event)."
which operates the program.
Walker, Salem, Ill. Seated are (from left) Bill Butt of Louisville, representing KIAA, and
the three top awards and the
supplewhich
could
gress,
Stumbo said the task force
prize money, according to
judges Jack Nicholson, Sr., Jean Spalding, and Chris Paradis, all of Louisville.
The task force is expected to
has been meeting for more ment the food stamps ap- come forward with a number
Rigsby.
than a month in anticipation of propriation again, do nothing of options for a worsening
"Representatives of the
or restructure the whole prothe fiscal crisis.
KIAA said they were pleased
situation, probably in the form
Members are drawn from cess.
with the students' entries and
of temporary help from state
county judges, community acIf there is no action by May assistance sources.
that the final six teams were
No ruling has been issued on tion groups and other in- 15, the U.S. Department of
very close in their scope and
"But basically this is totally
Lloyd had stepped down as
By NANCY SHUL1NS
Agriculture will notify Ken- federal and we're at the mercomprehensiveness," he said.
mayor. She has been charged the motion filed in the Wallace terested parties.
Associated Press Writer
The human resources tucky May 19 on what the state cy of the Department of
Rigsby added that the KIAA
with murder in connection case, however, and Lantz
noted that Indiana law makes secretary said one-third of the is to do, Stumbo said, which Agriculture which sends us
indicated at the awards lunEVANSVILLE,Ind.(API — with the shooting.
cheon in Louisville tilot the Importing a jury is cheaper
At Wednesday's change of no provision for importing food stamps go to families in could mean reducing stamp the stamps and tells us what to
Jefferson County.
aid all along the line, do," Stumbo said.
contest will be conducted than moving a trial, and that's venue hearing, Berger argued jurors from other counties.
again next year.
what Vanderburgh County that news reports of Lloyd's
Prosecutor Jeffrey Lantz says death resulted in "sympathy
he may try to do in the case of for his family and for him as a
Julie Van Orden.
person that cannot be removMs. Van Orden, 35, is accus- ed from this community."
"Russell Lloyd was on a
ed of killing former Mayor
Russell G. Lloyd. Her lawyer, pedestal, and rightfully so for
Charles Berger, argued his position," Berger said.
Wednesday that a change of "But my client cannot be
venue is necessary if his client bound to suffer from the posiU.S. District Judge Charles is to receive a fair trial.
tion that he held."
A. Moye Jr. declared a
Vanderburgh Circuit Court
Lantz argued that Berger
mistrial on the remaining Judge William H. Miller took failed to prove Ms. Van Orden
counts and said he would con- the motion under advisement would be unable to receive a
sider entering directed ver- and said he would make a fair trial in Vanderburgh
dicts of acquittal after reading decision within a week.
County. And he noted that a
briefs from both sides.
Following the hearing, change of venue "is not a conProsecutor Edwin Tomko• Lantz said he would consider stitutional right."
said he did not know whether asking that the trial remain in
The prosecutor said later
the Justice Department would Vanderburgh County, but that that he "probably" would file
seek a new trial.
the judge and jury be selected a motton asking that the case
"The mistrial on the re- from another county. '
remain in Vanderburgh Counmaining counts, that doesn't
Berger said he would not ob- ty but that it be heard by a
concern me at all," the tall, ject tesuch a motion.
judge and jury from another
portly former banker said. "If
Lloyd, 47, was critically county.
the government wants to try wounded in a shooting attack
A similar request was filed
them again — ring the bell."
No Finer Paint Made!
at his home March 19. The last week in the trial of Donald
All nine counts on which two-term mayor and father of Ray Wallace, who faces four
Lance was found innocent six never came off the critical counts of murder in last
charged him with misapplica- list in the two days he clung to January's shooting deaths of
tion of funds from the Calhoun life at a local hospital.
the Patrick Gilligans, a
Warranted Features
First National Bank and the
An hour after the shooting Vanderburgh County family of
• One Coat Coverage! • Fume & Stain
National Bank of Georgia in police arrested Ms. Van four.
Resistant!
•8 Year Durability!
loans to his family and Orden, a commercial artist
The Wallace trial has been
• No Chalk Washdown!• Washable!
friends. The jury deadlocked who gave authorities the im- moved to Vigo County, abort
on a 10th misapplication pression she was unaware that 100 miles north of Evansville.
charge and two counts allegClassic
32 Handsome
ing that Lance falsified his
Gloss
colors and
financial statements.
White. 530-5212
white 532-621018m 6301
Several jurors said the vote
Reg. $17.79
Reg. $14.99
was sometimes 10-2 and at
other times 8-4 in favor of contitesticiairi
viction on the false statement
a
ReisIont•heesiwilow'
$11199
counts.
HONG KONG (AP) -- A details were provided about •
feel and the others feel
GAL.
III GAL
like financial statements have White House official told Ira- the operation being prepared,
Custom Odors Sightly 1-fighef
tube filled out correctly," said nian Foreign Minister Sadegh the message clearly indicated
Ghotbzadeh in advance that that it would be carried out
Anthony Tigner.
for the Rustic Look
But William M. Savage Jr., the United States was plann- before May 17.
The magazine said it learna 36-year-old carpenter, said ing a mission to rescue the
he did not think there was American hostages in ed of the communication six
in beautifully natural colors.
enouiel evidence for any con- Teheran, the news magazine hours before th operation
Asia week reported today.
started and from the same
victions.
Reg. 10.99 SOLID COLOR LATEX
The Hong Kong-based source who briefed Ghotb• Applies over old paint, old stain•Shows oft
Of the defendants, only magazine said the message zadeh.
wood texture• MlI not blister, crack or peel
Thomas Mitchell was found in- was -strongly suspected" to
The magazine described the
• Ideal tor rough sawn siding • 19 latex colors
GAL
537-6223 537•6249
nocent on all charges. He was have come from Hamilton source as someone "who had
accused of making a false Jordan, President Carter's acted several times as an instatement to a bank in connec- White House chief of staff termediary between the White
Reg. 11.79 SEMI-TRANSPARENT OIL
tion with his duties as trustee "who was at loggerheads with House and the Iranian Revolu• 12 oil colors• Shows off grain & texture• Sheds
water• Out lasts ordinary stains• WII not blister,
while all Lance's holdings the confrontationist line of Na- tionary Council."
crack or peel.
tional Security Adviser
were in a blind trust.
It said May 17 was the target
GAL.
538-6008
date because that was the
Richard Carr, a former Zbigniew Brzezinski."
deadline for the Common
bank president, was acquitted
In Washington, Jordan call- Market to take sanctions
on three counts and a mistrial
Buy Some Peace Of Mind!
was declared on three others, ed the report "absolutely un- against iran.
INTERIOR MASONRY
true."
He
said,
-Obviously
no
The magazine also said its
including one in which he and
WATERPROOFER
Lance were charged jointly. one in the Iranian government sources had confirmed that
Jack Muffins, a former drug- knew in advance of the rescue Washington had formally told
gist, was acquitted on three of mission, and only very few its European allies that no
$7 199
people in the U.S. government military action would be
gal
four charges.
knew about it."
mounted before that date.
GAL.
A Foreign Ministry
The mission to rescue the 53
Lance, 48, was named
spokesman in Tehran denied hostages was aborted a week
Acrylic Latex
• Seals walls against moisture• Ready to
budget director in Carter's
Ghotbzadeh had any advance ago, reportedly because of
use• For concrete, masonry, brick
Flat Enamel
first major appointment in
knowledge of the mission.
• 3 Year Warranty
technical problems with the
1977. He served eight months
Asiaweek said the message helicopters involved. Eight
before he resigned amid
was relayed to Ghotbzadeh American commandos were
allegations he abused bank
when the foreign minister flew killed during the withdrawal
Our Best Interiors!
positions to aid friends and
to Paris on the weekend of when a chopper collided with a
relatives. Carter choked back
On Sale!! Soft Touch
April 11, reportedly "to settle C-130 transport at a desert
tears when he announced the
personal matters."
refueling site 200 miles east of
resignation.
It said that although no Tehran.

Jury Decision To Be Made

Bert Lance Savors Win
In Court With Friend,
President Jimmy Carter
By CHARLES CAMPBELL
Associated Press Writer
ATLANTA ( AP) — Former
U.S. budget director Bert
Lance, acquitted on nine bank
fraud- charges, savored his
victory with a call from friend
linuny Carter and said of the
prosecutor who dogged him
for years: "We just plain licked 'em."
Despite a hung jury's inability to reach a decision on
three other counts, forcing a
mistrial on those counts, the
president's former adviser
said: ''I have been totally and
completely exonerated."
Lance spoke with Carter
after the verdict was handed
down Wednesday following a
16-week trial — the longest in
Georgia history — and a twoyear federal investigation.
He said Carter reminded
him of an occasion nearly
three years ago when Carter
was taken to task for saying
"Bert, I'm proud of you,"
while lance was under investigation. Carter told him on
Wednesday, "I'm still proud
of you,- Lance said.
A blue-collar jury of six men
and six women deliberated for
nine days before handing
down its decision. Lance tried
to call them individually to
thank them for the verdict.
The jurors were unable to
reach verdicts on six of the 19
counts against Lance and
three associates, all north
Georgia businessmen who
were friends for years.
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Deaths &

Mrs. Ina Dunn Nesbitt of
Hazel Route 2 died Wednesday
at 9:45 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 87 years of age and
the wife of Robert E. Nesbitt
who died in 1934.
The deceased was a
member of the Green Plain
Church of Christ. Born April
13, 1893, in Hickman County,
she was the daughter of the
late William Jonah Dunn and
Martha Michaux Dunn.
Mrs. Nesbitt is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Lawrence
(Myrtle Mae) Capocasa, Hermitage Village, Florence,
Ala.; three sisters—Mrs. Rune
(Amy) Wilson, South 13th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Noble
(Topsy ) Brandon, Hazel
Route 1, and Mrs. Ivan
(Agnes) Orr, Louisville; one
brother, Walter Dunn,
Louisville; one grandson,
Greg Grogan, Murray; one
granddaughter,
Renee
Grogan,Florence, Ala.
She was also preceded in
death by one son, Ted Nesbitt
in 1920, and three brothers—
Leonard Dunn in 1969, and
Rudy and W. H. (Jake) Dunn,
both in 1971.
The funeral will be held Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel
of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Dean
Crutchfield and Henry Hargis
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Hazel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Funerals I

Department Employees Talk
Of Filing Class Action Suit

Mrs. Elsie Hendon
Dies Wednesday;
Rites On Friday
Mrs. Elsie Hendon, 77, died
Wednesday at 12.05 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the wife of
Lamar Hendon who died Oct.
19, 1952.
The deceased was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
Oct. 12, 1902, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Walter Virgil Edmonds and Gertrude Fair Edmonds.
Mrs. Hendon is survived by
four daughters—Mrs. Keys
( Lejenia ) Farris, 514 South
Eighth Street, Murray, Mrs.
Clifford (Faye) Farris, Murray Route 4, Mrs. Hubert
(Blanche) Pittman, New Concord, and Mrs. Jamie (Sue)
Harrell, Murray Route 8; four
sons—Edward Hendon, New
Concord, Hardeman Hendon,
Littleton, Colo., Gene Hendon,
Murray Route 7, and Dorsey
Hendon, South Fourth Street,
Murray.
Also surviving are 21 grandchildren, 26 great grandchildren, three nieces, and one
nephew.
The funeral will be held Friday at 11 a.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with John Dale officiating, and singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church
providing the music.
Pallbearers will be Gary
Farris, Jerry, Freddie, Terry,
Larry, Roger, and Tony Hendon, Junior, Danny, Sammy,
and Benny Pittman, and
Lamar Harrell, all grandsons.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).

By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

FORGET-ME-NOT CAMPAIGN DAY — Mayor Melvin S. Henley signs a proclamation
declaring Saturday, May 3, as Disabled American Veterans Forget-Me-Not Campaign
Day in Murray. Shown with Henley are Ales Pall, publicity chairman, left, and be W.
Smith, commander of the local DAV Chapter 50. Members of the chapter will be
distributing Forget-Me-Nots in the city on that date. They have requested that any
veteran who would be willing to volunteer his services to help in the distribution be at
the American Legion Hall at 9 a.m. Saturday.

Princeton's'A-Bomb Kid'
Says He'll Run For Congress

shows that 59 workers are bas- Legislature shifted it from the
ed in Franklin County and 70 human resources agency to
elsewhere.
the Department of Military
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP
The plan lists units to be cut, Affairs without any appropriaThere is talk among some of
gives reasons and then tion. Eighteen employees are
the In employees who will be
specifies who is to be laid off
fected.
laid off May 15 from the state
from what position.
Department for Human
workers were laid off
Five
For exumple, seven guards
Resources of filing a class acand watchmen were laid off because the state Econonuc
tion suit if necessary.
because, the layoff plan said, Opportunity Office unit is beSuch a suit need be filed only
they no longer perform securi- ing abolished.
by a few persons with the
The largest single layoff
ty functions for departmental
stipulation that the outcome
storage facilities and lack any was in the Bureau for Health
will afffect all others similarly
Services, with 39 on the list
work to do.
situated.
because the individual duties
One of the workers who was
Twelve in the Bureau for and responsibilities of these
notified of the pending layoffs Social insurance, stationed positions can either be absorb— possibly the largest so far around the state, were on the ed by other staff or are no
during the new administration list because their respon- longer required."
in a single action — said a sibilities of visiting vendors
The job categories ranged
lawyer is being sought in will be taken over by person- from radiographer to beautiFrankfort to handle the case, nel in Frankfort.
cian, and more than half were
so far without success.
A phaseout of the black lung in Franklin County.
The obvious choice is Ed program on the state level
Meantime, it was announcPrichard, a well-known cost three others their jobs.
Frankfort attorney who obNine in Kenton County ed that 28 employees of a
tained a large settlement for received notices because a Department of Transportati,,c
many employees fired under truancy project in that county unit which handles aerial
the administration of former is being eliminated. The same photographs of areas acri.ss
Gov. Louie Nunn in the late held true for four employees in the state will be laid off whcn
1960s.
the division is abolished M.iy
McCracken County.
31.
bill aside from his regular
The Kentucky Center for
Division director A. E
law practice, Prichard, who is Veterans Affairs, with offices
Hedger said the workers hid
blind and has a severe kidney in Louisville and Frankfort,
been warned in February th.it
ailment, now is on the Ken- was defunded after the 1980 the step
might be talo-o
tucky Board of Tax Appeals, a
part-time paying post which
could take much of his time.
Human
Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo commented Wednesday that "it
would certainly be the right7;1
of laid-off employees to take
legal action if they wished.
"My (part) was to look at
Division of Ashland Oil, Inc.
the budget the (1980) General
Assembly approved and to say
*Groceries
we don't have the money," he
said.
'Health & Beauty Aids
"And the money is fairly
*Gas
specifically earmarked. It's
easy identify right into the
*Snack Items
bureau and program."
Prairie Farms
Stumbo said he feels "I
don't have a problem.. the action I took can be justified."
The layoff method of reducing state employment never
has been used on such a scale
and thus has not been tested.
Merit system rules say that
covered workers can be laid
off whenever the appointing
authority deems it necessary
because of shortage of money
or work, abolition of a position
or other major changes in
duties or organization.
They can appeal to the state
Personnel Board at the outset
and then to circuit court.
An informal spokesman for
the employees facing loss of
their jobs, who asked
anonymity, said the board
may be the first route taken,
depending on advice of the attorney who will handle their
case.

thriving pizza business going
in such things as calculators
By JULES LOH
on the campus, Aristotle's Piz- and, perhaps later on, solar
AP Special Correspondent
energy systems. Our first proWESTPORT, Conn.(AP) — za Delivery Service, so I
Does the name John Aristotle stayed an extra year at duct ought to be ready by
Christmas. It ought to make
Phillips ring a bell? Conjur up Princeton.
"My pizza partner, David
nothing but money.
a mild explosion perhaps?
The news that a John Aristo- Michaelis, and I wrote a book
"I also spent a lot of time in
tle Phillips has announced to together titled, 'Mushroom: Hollywood negotiating for a
run for a seat in Congress The True Story of the A-Bomb two-hour TV movie about the
A-Bomb Kid." He canceled
comes as, well, a bombshell — Kid,' and the book has been
if it turns out he is THE John doing very well. David has the project because of the poor
Aristotle Phillips. Sure gone on to become a freelance script.
writer.
Phillips said he has no
enough, he is.
'After I left Princeton, I misgivings about capitalizing
Remember the Princeton
undergraduate who designed started the Fund for Secure on his A-bomb celebrity if it
an atomic bomb? That's him. Energy, FUSE, a non-profit will help in his crusade
John Aristotle Phillips. The A- organization promoting main- against nuclear energy, or in
ly, energy policies resulting his business, or his tongresBomb Kid.
"My campaign slogan is from a six-year study by the sional campaign.
He said he draws the line,
'new energy for the '80s'," Harvard Business School.'
Funeral services for Rex"I've been doing a lot of lec- though, when it comes to prosaid Phillips, who will be 25
ford Canon will be held Friday
years old just before the elec- turing for FUSE,and we have fiteering on what he considers
at 10 a.m. at the chapel of the
tion and thus eligible to serve. raised $150,000 for advertis- an unworthy movie without
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
motive. "I designed the bomb
"I've reached the conclu- ing.
with John Dale officiating.
"I have also started a to prove a point, not to make a
sion that the nuclear power inPallbearers will be Ronald
Final rites for Bill Rose of dustry
just has to be shut business with my brother buck."
Canon, Morris Wallace, J. R. Benton Route 3 are being held
senior at
The A-Bomb Kid,it appears,
Watson, Kelly Woods, Hugh today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of down, and I believe I can do Dean. He's a
White, and John Tom Taylor. the Linn Funeral Home, Ben- more about it as a con- Massachusetts Institute of has a fine sense of where the
Burial will follow in the Mur- ton, with the Rev. Eddie Gar- gressman than I can other- Technology. Were interested buck stops.
wise. I have a point to make."
ray City Cemetery.
rett officiating.
Last time John Aristotle
Friends may call at the
Burial will follow in the Phillips had a point
to make
funeral home.
York Cemetery.
was four years ago, and his
Mr. Canon, 90, died WednesMr. Rose, 79, died Tuesday point
was that if a junior
day at 8 a.m. at his home, 1004 at 2:40 p.m. at his home.
physics student with less than
Poplar Street, Murray. He
He is survived by his wife, average
grades, using inforwas a member of the Seventh
Mrs. Sula Humphry Rose, and
and Poplar Church of Christ, one daughter, Mrs. Betty mation available to the public,
FORT CARSON, Colo.(AP) those worn during the Korean
and was retired from the Mur- Swift, Benton Route 3; one could design an atomic bomb, — The soldiers at Fort Carson war, they
cheered, waved,
then presumably any terrorist appeared indifferent,
ray Electric System.
despite whistled and stomped their
brother,Jack Rose,Benton.
who could get his hands on the
Survivors include his wife,
presence of a "Oui" feet with satisfying vigor, said
some plutonium could build magazine cover
Mrs. Eva Canon, to whom he
girl, a squad production
coordinator
one.
was married on Feb. 22, 1934;
of Denver models sent to Randee Smith.
It
took
him
five
and
one
half
one son, Charles Canon,
recruit soldiers and the
To lure out the extras in
months to compose his 34-page chance
Reidland; two grandchildren,
to see Marilyn Monroe droves — producer Lawrence
thesis. When word got out on stage.
Mrs. Edith Wallace and
Personnel Commissioner
Schiller wanted 10,000 — prowhat he had done, the governRonald Martin Canon; six
ABC-TV crews had hoped to ducers sent Kim Patton, cover
Dick Robinson made available
The funeral for John Melvin ment, appalled,took the thesis
great grandchildren.
Wednesday a copy of the
Morgan of Hazel is being held away from Phillips and get thousands of soldiers out girl for "Ow" magazine, to
on a chilly weekend for the autograph 50 copies of an issue
layoff plan, which concludes
today at 2 p.m. at the Hazel stamped it secret.
filming of a scene for bearing her picture. Door
that the revenue shortage in
Church of Christ with Wilford
Phillips
immediately
the human resources agency
Heflin and Bill Dillon of- became somewhat of a cult "Marilyn," a three-hour prizes also were offered —
television movie adapted from motorcycles, television sets,
will become more critical for
ficiating. Singers from the hero.
Norman Mailer's book of the cassette recorders and the
fiscal 1981 and 1982.
church are providing the
So
what
has
the
A-Bomb
Kid
Funeral services for Joe Taz
same name. Only 500 Army magazines.
"After conducting an extenmusic.
— a nickname he figures will
Ragsdale, son of Mrs. Stella
sive review, several areas
Models from Denver were
Jessie Brandon, Max be with him always — been up men showed up.
Ragsdale of Murray, will be
But never mind, said ABC- dispatched to recruit soldiers
have been identified where
Farley, Paul Bunks, Guy to lately?
held Friday at 2 p.m. at the
TV's "MM" look-a-like, in barracks and mess halls.
organizational or functional
Spann, Bill Hurt, and J. P.
"I
finished
school,
of
Ott-Laughlin Funeral Home,
changes can be made with the
Parker are serving as course," he said. "I had a Catherine Hicks — the film But the turnout still was low.
Winter Haven, Fla., with
editors will make it look like a
least detrimental effect on
-The guys spend too much
pallbearers. Burial will follow
burial to follow In a cemetery
much bigger crowd.
client services," wrote Mattime in the cold all week to go
in the Murray Memorial
there.
The scene shot at the Army out there on a Saturday," said
thew Amato Jr., director of
Gardens with the arMr. Ragsdale,54, died Tuesbase near Colorado Springs Fort Carson information ofpersonnel management.
rangements by the Miller
day at Winter Haven, Fla.,
was part of a sequence revolv- ficer Joe Sullivan.
A breakdown of layoffs
Funeral Home of Hazel.
where he resided. He was a
ing around the blonde screen
Mr. Morgan, 61, died Tuesland appraiser for the state of
siren's honeymoon with Joe
day at 3 p.m. at his home. He
Florida.
operated a machine and
The United Methodist Youth DiMaggio. She decided to do
He is survived by his wife,
USO shows while he was in
welding shop at Hazel.
Fellowship of the Bethel
Mrs. Eva Jo Bruce Ragsdale;
Survivors include his wife, United Methodist Church will Tokyo scouting baseball
two sons, Mark Ragsdale,
Mrs. Grace Farley Morgan; have sponsor a Rock-A-Thon teams in the early 1950s.
Winter Haven, Fla., and JefMiss Hicks — dressed in a
two sons, Mike Morgan and on Saturday, May 3, from 8
fery Ragsdale, Red Bank, N.
tight brown sequined dress
wife, Jeanie, Murray, and Joe a.m. to 8 p.m. at the church.
The Board of Directors of with Tony and Henry MonJ.; his mother, Mrs. Stella
with hair dyed Marilyn
Morgan, Hazel; one brother,
Members of the UMYF will
the Oaks Country Club has tgomery and Kathryn Outland
Ragsdale, Murray; two
Ira Morgan, Hazel; one grand- also have pony rides if the Monroe's platinum blonde — called a special meeting of the
brothers, Ralph Ragsdale of
undulated, blew kisses and
as the host and hostesses.
daughter, Shelby Morgan, weather permits.
Alm and Paul Ragsdale of Murray.
All members are urged to
sang "Diamonds Are A Girl's membership for Monday, May
During the day hamburgers,
5, at 8 p.m. in the Oaks club attend all events, a club
Murray.
hot dogs, homemade ice Best Friend."
spokesman said.
The soldiers who did si'low room.
cream, cakes, and pies will be
Karl Hussung, president,
sold, according to a church up didn't seem to have td act said the purpose of
the meeing
spokesman who urges the very much.
will be to present to the
Dressed
in
uniforms
like
public to attend.
membership for consideration
a proposal for renovation and
Temple Hill Lodge No 276,
an addition to the existing club Free and Accepted Masons
building.
will meet Saturday, May 3, at
1971
Prices of stocks of local interest st 1 1
On Sunday, May 4, from 4 to 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
A benefit sale will be held at
am. arr tacky furnished to The Muni
,
/
App. 18,000 miles, PS, PB, AC, AM-FM, kind vinyl
Ledgerè rinses by Tint of Michigan
the Good Shepherd United 6 p.m., an informal reception
Work will be in the Fellow
roof, beige, beige vinyl roof.
Corp., of Murray,
Methodist Church, located for the new club pro-manager, Craft degree. All Fellow Craft
B4,00.00
Industrie i 9.vrage
-1 63
four miles southeast of Mur- Larry Kemper and his wife, Masons are invited to attend,
ray on Highway 121 South. Bennie, will be held in the club according to Billy Miller.
kr Products
Wit +
Anwrican Motors
+
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Aahland
33 unc
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13/
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baked
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Services Friday
At Local Chapel
For Mr. Canon

Bill Rose's Rites
Being Held Today

Fort Carson Soldiers
Appear Indifferent
To Monroe Lookalike

J. M. Morgan's
Rites Held Today
At Hazel Church

Funeral Is Friday
For Joe Ragsdale

Rock-A-Thon To Be
Held Saturday At
The Bethel Church

Stock Market

10 Lb

Charcoal
$ 39

Oaks Country Club
Directors Call Special
Membership Meeting

Benefit Sale Will
Be Held At Church

Temple Hill Lodge
To Meet Saturday

'4_

Hog Market

1

DWAIN TAYLOR COROLET, INC.

Co 44-PePsiAnc
Dr. Pepper 77..
801 Coldwater Road
at 5 Points

Thursday, May,1, 111,
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

__

2. Notice

AUDIT
BIDS

NOTICE
hell Beauty School has
changed their operating
hours The new hours
are.
8 A M to 5 P.M Mon
day thru Friday Closed
on Saturday
If you have a Saturday
appointment and have
not been notified of the
change please call 753
4723 for a new op
pointment
Sell Avon's exciting cosmetics,
exclusive jewelry and great
men's products. You'll be
amazed to find how easy and
enjoyable it can be. Call 7535750 in Murray or 443-3366 in
Paducah for details.

6:0031M

Furniture

Special
scans Tart
Ileatiw if

Dining Room

Starks

Occasional

Hardware
121A L PoMor St s

All At

753-1227

DtSCOUNT
PRKES

Country Way Cale, 121 South at
Cherry Corner Specials of the
week Picnic Pak, 16 pcs of
chicken. $5.75. 4 pc Chicken
Dinner, $250. Kentucky Lake
pc. Shrimp
Bible Facts Free Store for the Fiddlers, $2.75. 21
Dinner, $3.15. 753-9163.
needy 759-4600

Office nurse needed for local
doctors office Send resume to
P 0 Box 32W Murray Ky

Apra showers bring May
flowers, It's time for an
outdoor portrait mode
on your special day.
CARTER STUDIO

10% OFF
ON ALL

PRE-OWNED

JEWELRY

Money Back Gekrontee.

Large Selection

3. Card of Thanks

ForSale
or
Trade

DIAMOND
RINGS
ROGERS
JEWELRY
Swears

1976 Ford Explorer
power and air, Michelin
radial tires, camper
top. Phone 753-5402
nights or 753-3456
doys.

Coati
Paris, Tema.

Answer to Wednesday's Poole

KENTUCKY DERBY DAY
SPECIAL ALL DAY
s Hon

52.35
Countryway Cafe
Cherry Careers

37 West Pointer
39 Greek letter
40 Done for
41 Rate
42 Walked on
44 Ear part
45 Boundary

SERTA
Bedding

11

Words are inadequate to express our thanks and appreciation for the many acts of kindness and sympathy extended to
us following the death of our
husband and brother Martin
Colson.
A special thanks goes to the
doctors and nurses in the
emergency room at the MurrayCalloway hospital to the Mercy
ambulance service, to Bro
Calvin Wilkins for the consoling
words, to Mrs Oneida White for
the beautiful music. the Max
Churchill Funeral Home and to
the many friends for the food
and flowers.
May God bless each of one of
you.
The wife, brothers, sisters,
nieces and nephews of Marvin
Colson.

5. Lost and Found
Lost, Strayed or Stolen. Brittany Spaniel, male, lemon and
white. Lynn Grove area,
Reward, Call 435-4117.
Metal eye glasses in brown
case. Reward. Call 753-8266 Or
753-5743.

6. Help Wanted

Owen Size
Regular
Firm
Extra Firm
$19995
Pc. Set

CRASS
FURNITURE

Experienced small engine
mechanic. Only experienced
need apply. Richard's Small
Engine Service 492-8519.
Earn extra money at home.
Good pay. Easy work. No experience necessary. Send now
for application. JCG Box 847,
Harlingen, Texas, 78550.
Experienced Cleanup men. Apply in person only. Mutt &left
Used Cars 635 S 3rd Extended.
No phone call please. Must
have references. 8-5.

THE ACTION OF WALKING
INTO THE OTHER ROOM AND
L0OKIN6 UP THE WORD WILL
HELP YOU NEVER TO FORGET
AN IT 15 WELLED...

-'
r--e

GOOD-- OUR
VEGETABLE
&ARDEN
NEEDS
RAIN

EDITH SLEDD
is now working at Petty
Ann's Salon end Heir
Styles. For appointniern
col
75 -3191

46 Trial
48 Girl's name
50 Brim
51 Vessel
53 Tantalum
symbol
54 Exists

HOW POY LOOK IT
YOU SPELL UP IN THE
'BAKERY 7 OICTiONARY

RAIN
LATER
TODAY

Relieves long or short term
pain For information write
Boo 102 Murray Kentucky

751 5295

Moo

f CROSSWORD PUZZLER
abbe
ACROSS
5 Wearies
I Quarrel
6 Paradise
5 Pallet
7 Condensed
Tress
moisture
i 2 Dry
8 Chinese
13 Poem
measure
14 Press
9 Gold Sp
15 Deity
10
Steadfast
16 Work gangs
It Joint
18 Number
16 Shellfish
19 Latin con17 Chimney carjunction
bon
20 Singing bird
21 Conounchon 20 Sinewy
23 Compass pt 22 Sun god
24 Mars s name 25 Seeps
26 Cove
26 Brag
27 Shoulder
28 Sharp
wrap
. 29 - and ball
28 Man s name
30 Spigot
29 Nod
32 Remain
31 Footlike part
33 Shy
33 Cover
34 Sharpen
34 Sacred
35 Inquire
36 More mature
36 Uncooked
37 Young horses
Cut
38
1 2
40 Cabbage
41 01 part
12
43 Above
44 Female
IS
45 Army officer
II
Abbr
47 Macaw
49 Slip away
51 Bakers
product
32
52 Donations
55 Girl's name
35
56 Fondle
57 Lei it stand
41
DOWN
17
1 Wise one
2 Guards
3 Succor
4 Football

WerW Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.

rirr

I'LL GUESS
AT IT

-1,-;• a
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13. For Sale Or Trade
Established business in good
location. Limited low interest
financing available. Consider
trade for real estate, farm land,
rental property, etc. Call 7534109.
1974 LTD Ford. Will trade for
tractor with equipment. Call
436-5844.
Want to trade a 1973 Cougar
for a used van of equal value.
Van for transporting tools, exterior and interior condition
not important hut must be
mechanically excellent. Call
753-4985.

14. Want To Buy

....-;-• r

I CAN'T
STAND
TURNIPS

Will mow any yards Call 759- 19. Farm Equipment
4606
Building' Last chance at these
span
10. Bus. Opportunity prices All steel clear
buildings. (Mayor Mfg) 20's
44 x 324 Block and brick body 24's10' for $2,896 30's 48'x
shop with 44 bath, city water, 12' for $3,886. 40's 48'x14'
on 1 acre, close to town, for $4,807 48'112'x14' for
$20,000 Call Spann Realty $6,891 F 0 B Factory Call coland Associates, 753-7724
lect today 614-294-2675 till 8
Manage- pm
$15,000-$25,000
ment position now open. Ex- 1971 Cub lowboy 1H, 3 point
cellent earnings opportunity hitch, plow, 48" belly mower,
while learning When qualified terrace tires Call 489-2303
you will attend management
training school and will receive 1951 Ferguson 20 one row
$50/day salary and expenses cultivator 1200, Call 753-4177
during limited schooling after 5 pm.
period Sales representatives 1975 International Tractor,
also available Phone 443-6469 574, Call 753-1751.
between 8 am and 10 am ONall steel
LY An equal opportunity Must sell Now.
buildings, 40x 72 x 14 $5,695.
employer
F.O.B. also 40 x 48 x 14
$4.395. F.O.B. Call now 513Open your own retail
278-4821.
apparel shop. Offer the
hi-Farmall tractor, excellent
latest in leans, denims
condition. Call 753-3068 after
and
sportswear.
4 pm.
$14,850.00 includes
20. Sports Equipment
inventory, fi tt
,
Cyclopes 3 hp go-cart, $100.
etc. Complete Store!
Call 753-6354
Open in as kttle as 2
22. Musical
weeks anywhere in
U.S.A. (Also infants
New and used Baldwin piano
and childrens shop).
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
Coll SUE, TOLI. FREE 1across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
800474-4780.
Old upright piano, good condition, partically refinished,
12. Insurance
$100. Call 753-4828.
Organ amplifier $150. Call
SAVE WITH
753-7777 after 4 pm.
SAFECO INSURANCE
Used upright piano in good
ROSS INSURANCE
condition. Call 247-1896.
AGENCY
2101 Main St
Agents Ronnie Ross,
Donny Ross James Ross
753-0489
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LT. FLAP, MV POLICY
IS TO LET THE MEN
DRESS THE WAY THEY

Good transmission for 1971
chevrolet Impalla, 400 engine.
Call 753-5778 after 6 pm.
Old time ice box in good condition. Call 753-9829 after 5 pm
Used weight lifting equipment.
Metal plates only. Call 7539829.
Want to buy Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm.
We BuySell-Trade
-Pawn
We Pay
GoLD.
l4k,
For
IlL
18K, 22K; SILVER COINS
1964 and
before;
STERLING

Vernon's
Western Store
Pawritbop

WANT ON THEIR
OFF-HOURS

Olympic Plaza
We weep Aim wens. ~bap 0.4101148
%Wows) swi pal Isms• *wimp Ow
megrallss iambi We Web.. prises
a.oweloW Awes. IN sho .eel See
And Ow,

15. Articles For Sale
Mood Wk.
Desk?
We have 24 extra good
used metal desks ot a
good, low price!

1-10NEY AREN'T
siOu GOING

rs E•,-r
512FAKFAST

Wiggluss
Furniture
Hwy 641 North
753-1566

I-VWE TALK ABOIJT THEMSTU.. -N
Y01) CAPTURED THE ELE0144NT)
AC A 9(7Y 1
MEE-HANDSEL,ANC,
WATCHED 101.1
DEFEATED THE
PERFORAA THE
FOREgT GIANT_
AMAZING FEATS,

MOST SPECIAL.. HOW
SOARED THE 6I4N1 AND
10 THE RAREST
5140/4
QUALTT Y IN THE JUNOLE
me cY

(HE'D TALK 1NØ ABOUT MY
FATHER. I FEEL LIKE AN
i/AlkOgrElt... OUT IT'S
IN A 6000 CALMS

•

Beauty shop chair hair dryer,
like new, $100. Call 489-2778
after 4 pm.

32. Apts. For Rent

16. Home Furnishinis 26. T1I-Radio

Sitter for 7 year old girl prefer May Specials, New shipments
room and
someone with a girl that age arriving daily living
dining room suites, recliner,
Call 489-2236 after 6 pm
bunk beds, unfinished fur
9. Situation Wanted
niture and much more See us
Secretary wanting part-time before you buy Extra saving
work experienced in typing. with cash and carry Callaway
shorthand and dictaphone Call Furniture 105 N 3rd St, 7531502
753-3520

CRASS
FURNITURE

2. Notice

2. Notice

Solid Cherry
Bedroom

West Kentucky Allied Services. Inc a non-profit corporation is now accepting bids for their FY '80 audit.
Please contact Coral Wilson, P. 0 Box 736 Mayfield.
Kentucky 42066 or call (502) 247-4046. Deadline for
accepting bids is Moy 20, 1980 An Equal Opportunity
Employer

6. Help Wanted

.Notice

23. Exterminating

Kelly's Termite
S. Pest Costrel
Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
1348r7c,at Scanner, Call 7534ea
Large bundles of slabwood.
$5.00 loaded on truck. Cadiz
Lumber Company, Cadiz, KY.
502-522-7994.
Lawn mower, 8 hp, 36" cut
riding mower. Call 753-5341 or
753-8766.
Pioneer car casette system, 20
watt amp, player with dolly,
graphic equalizer, speakers.
Call 753-1336.
Quikcrete 60 lb, $2.63; Lime
for lawns 50 lb, $1.99; Marble
chips 50 lb, $2.29; Coast to
Coast Hardware, Central Shopping Center.
Swimming Pool Distributor has
surplus of brand new first
quality above ground family
pools complete with filter, ladder, deck and stairs completely
installed only $895. Terms arranged. Call warehouse, toll
free 1-800-292-9438 ask for
Randy.
Trash Compactor, Jr set of Golf
clubs and bag. Couch with
matching chair, John Deere
riding lawn mower, 5 HP,
childs school deak, new antenianrotor control. Call 7532n2
Two wheel utility trailer, 7 hp
riding lawn mower. Call 436-

5844.
25. Business Services

Financing available for
busnesses, new or old if they
qualify, Call 759-1306 between
9 am - 2 pm.

26. TV-Radio
Stereo for sale also will mow
lawns Call 753-7648

40 Zenith TV at wholesale
prices Must sell Sisson's TV.
19 miles west 011 highway 94
Call 382-2174

27. Mobile Home Sales
$1000 down and assume 10-01% loan will get you a 24x52
home, two acre lot, well,
garage Call 489-2248 after 5
pm
12 x 55, Two bedroom, furnished, washer'dryer, $4,500 Call
753-5251 after 6 pm.
1971 Trailer, gas, 2 redwood
decks, Call 753-1971 or 753
3815
USED MOBILE HOMES. Own
your own home and fight inflation Guaranteed and completely reconditioned. 10', 12',
14' wide. (Free) Delivery. West
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60
West, Paducah, 442-1918.

FOR RIIIT
hide's's
T w•
Townhouse Aperweeat
ell carpet, row,
refrigerster, dIsh•
wesior, washer sad
dryer kooks", disposal,
mitred hest and sir.
753-7550
Two bedroom Apartment, stove
and refrigerator, garbage
disposal Call 753-9240
Two bedroom duplex, central
heat and air, no pets Call 7539741
Unfurnished two bedroom
duplex, stove and refrigerator
furnished Deposit required
$170 per month. Call 7538211

28. Mob. Home Rents 33. Rooms for Rent
For rent 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray city limits. No
pets. Call 489-2611.
Mobile Home, 12 x 60, natural
gas, furnished, very nice,
located near University. Call
753-3895 Or 753-3482.
Two bedroom Trailer, nice and
clean, $50 deposit, $130 per
month. Call 753-2377.
Two bedroom 12 x 45, central
heat and airunderpinned, Married couples only. $110 per
month. Call 753-3855.
Trailer for rent, See Brandon
Dill, Dills Trailer Court, Located
at the entrence to Murray Dtive
In Theatre.

Rooms for Rent, One block
from University. Boys or Girls.
Call 753-1812 or 759-4909
Sleeping Rooms, living room
and kitchen stove and
refrigerator, $25 per week Living room and bedroom $20.
Will clean and also furnish
clean bedding. Call 753-3685.

34. Houses For Rent

Completely furnished brick
house. Ideal for college couple
or teachers. Lease for summer,
$275 per month, utilities optional Adults prefered 2474386 after 4 pm
Two bedroom unfurnished
house on Palistine Church
road. Call 437-4617.
. Business Renttta
Two bedroom unfurnished
Business or office space house. $185.00 per month.
available for rent Of lease. Call 753 3293 after 5 pm.
Close to court square. Private
customer parking. Call 753- 36. For Rent Or Lease
4109.

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex apartment, 2 bedroom,
with carport and storage, central heat and air, refrigerator,
range, dishwasher, washing
machine hookup. Couples with
no pets preferably. Located on
Stadium View Drive. Call 7531799 after 8:30 pm. Deposit
required. _
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street.
753'6609.
Furnished Apartment, near
downtown Murray. Call
753'4109.
For sale or rent New duplex in
Westwood Subdivision. Two
bedroom, bath, large living
room, kitchen with stove and
disposal, washer and dryer
hookup. Call 753-5400 after 4
pm.
For rent: Furnished apartment
in New Concord, $80 per month. Call 436-2427 after 5 pm.

Warebeese
;toner ;ppm.
For Rent
753-4758

FOR LEASE
Prefessioael Office or
retail space The Village,
641 North, Cal Den
Miler, 753-7550.

37. Livestock-Supplies

Baby chicks and ducks, from
now through August. Charles
Beane, 2 miles southeast of
Pottertown.
'A youth saddle, poney cart 3nd
harness, like new. Call 7535416 after 5 PM.
Saint La Truder bull about 22
months old. Call 759-1837.
Three pigs for sale. Call 7539681
Furnished 3 room Apartment, Two year old Charlalkis bull,
upstairs, Alma Heights, water two cows with 4 month old
furnished, 759-1966 after 6 calves, Call 753-6210 after 4
pm.
pm.
Furnished efficiency apart- 38. Pets-Supplies
ment, two blocks from Univer
Malemute pupsltY. $120 per month, $120 AKC Alaskian
pies, $75 up. Good with
deposit. Call 753-9829.
children. Arcadia Pines KenFurnished one bedroom garage nells 753-9390.
apartment, water furnished,
married couple only. Call 153- Basic and Advanced dog obedience classes and private in8294.
structions. Also tracking and
Large two bedroom duplex on protection training. All breeds
South Kirkwood. Lots of and ages from 2 months up
built'ins, Country kitchen, cen- Professional instructor, 436tral heat and air. Deposit. No 2858.
Pets. Call 753-9151 days, 753Gentle small horse or large
5717 sundays and evenings.
pony, 56" tall, Arcadia Pines
Newly decorated One bedroom Stables, 753-9390.
Apartment, furnished or unfurpuppies, AKC
nished. See at 1414 Vine Keeshan
registered. Call 247-9481.
Street.
Poultry-Supplies
One bedroom furnished Apart- 39.
Duckt-for sale. Call 436-2405.
ment $125. Call 753-3949.
One bedroom furnished Apartment, Inquire at 100 S 13th
Street, Kelleys Pest Control.
Quite pretty one bedroom
apartments near downtown
$210 per month, You pay electric. Call 753-6639.
Two apartments, $100. Call
753-6114 after 7 pm.

41. Public Sale
Carport Sale, Saturday May 3rd
from 8 am till 12 am at 1610
Parklane. Prom dresses, stereo,
jeans, books, sheets, all kinds
of clothes, games, flowers and
nik-nacs. In case of rain
cancelled untill following
Saturday.

41. Public Sale
Big Yard Sale, 8-4 Saturday
907 Vine, lots of boys jeans
and girls clothes and new
items Cancelled if rains
Carport Sale, Friday and Saturday, 9-5, couch and chair $50
dog house $15 household
items, toys childrens clothes,
misc 1510 Valentine Ave Cali
759-4689.
Carport Sale, 1702 Magnolia
Drive, Saturday May 3rd,
clothing, household items, furniture and collectibles.
Church Yard Sale, Friday and
Saturday, baby bed and walker,
baby clothes, Aeon bottles, bring collector's cataloge, some
are over 15 years old, clothes
and lots of mc-nacs. Faith
Apostolic Church 2205 Coldwater Road, 1 mile from city.
Five party Yard Sale, all day Friday and Saturday, 505 Beale
Street, some antiques. Cancelled if rains
Five party Yard Sale, 817 N
19th, Friday and Saturday, May
2 and 3rd, 8 am till 7, antique
dresser. furniture, baby
playpen and other items, curtains, drapes and bed spread.
clothes infant sizes thru adult,
chtlds electric organ.
Five party yard sale, furniture,
small appliances, toys clothes
small and large sizes, 10 speed
bicycle, lots of other items.
1707 Keenland, Saturday 8- 5.
Garage Sale, Friday 8 - 5, Saturday 8 - 4, 701 Earl Court (off
Fairlane in Circarama). All
types of clothes, stereo,
vacumns, high chair, bicycles,
toys, curtains, bedspreads,
misc items.
Garage Sale, Friday and Saturday, 1703 Johnson off Doran
road by tennis courts. Baby
things, nice clothes curtains,
bedspreads,household items
and much more
Garage Sale, clothes and misc
items._ Friday 9 am -4 pm,
SitUrday 8 - Noon, 300 5 5-th.
Garage Sale, 205 N 10th,
Saturday all day.
Garage Sale, 8 am -?, Saturday
May 3rd at 1305 S 16th, across
from Fox Meadows.
Garage Sale, 4 party, Friday
and Saturday, 8 till?, Men
womens and childrens
clothing, all sizes, handmade
crafts, shoes books, pictures,
513 S 8th Street.
Three Party Yard Sale, 415 S
8th ,Friday 10 - 5, Saturday 8 5, Furniture, clothes, some
tools, lots of glassware
Yard Sale, Everyday the sun
shines, 811 N 18th, this week
clothes, shoes left from the
Youth Shop, household items,
some furniture, stereo, and
mesc items.
Yard Sale, Friday and Saturday
8 5, Toys appliances, plants
and various items. St John
Episcopal Church, 1620 W
Main. Proceeds to go to Community related programs.
Yard Sale, May 1 and 2,
thursday and friday from 9 - 5,
Pottertown road, Hwy 280, 1
mile south of Panarama
Shores, watch for signs, Call
436-2737.
Yard Sale, Friday and Saturday,
206 South 11th. Baby bed,
playpen,bed spread with matching drapes, childrens toys,
adult and childrens clothing
and much more.
Yard Sale, friday and saturday
first house on right going north
on Hwy 121 in Stella. Clothes
and many other items.
Yard Sale, 502 S 11th, Depression glass and lots of other
things. Cancelled if rains.
Saturday 8 till 2.
Yard Sale, Ftiday only, 102 N
13th.
Yard Sale, Friday and Saturday,
Yr mile on Hwy 280 East.
Clothing, bedding and furniture. Cancelled if rains.
Yard Sale, 1601 W Olive, friday
May 2, 8 am till ?. Portable
dishwasher, brass birdcage,
clothes, lots of misc item.

Let Us Help
You In Listing
Selling Or Buying
Real Estate

16. Home furnishinp
Early American style chair dark
m 345. New afghan $50.
gr4een.
4
Moving must sell. Call 759Furniture, 311 N 12th, Call
753-6947.
Kenmore, 16 cu ft upright
freezer, 1 year old, like new,
$150. Call 753-9788 or see at
705 Sycamore Murray

Jim and Agnes Payne
Tucker Real Estate
753-4342 or 753-5402
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
C

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

Yard Sale, Friday and Saturday
41
/
2 miles on Highway 783 off
121 North cloth glassware 2
bicycles hunting equipment.
toys and more items Call 4892787

You're moving to a new city
What good does it do to catl
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors here in Mur•
ray? Because a Century 21
Neighborhood Professional
from the city you are moving to
will promptly call you They II
take the time to find out the
kind of home you'll be looking
for They'll give you some ideas
about your new community
And then they'll begin putting
together a list of homes for you
to look at upon your arrival
This service is part of the Cen
tury 21 VIP Referral Program
It links together the more than
7 500 Century 21 offices
around the country If you're
about to sell your house call
Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors And then you're on
your way to the easiest move
you've ever made - going and
coming Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.

43. Real Estate

702 Magnolia
May 3rd,
old items, furbbles.
le, Friday and
ed and walker,
on bottles, brataloge, some
's old, clothes
ic-nacs. Faith
h 2205 Colrole from city.
ale, all day Friay, 505 Beale
iques. Cancell-

1151
11Mk

l'rofessmal Ser.web
Viith Tb,FTleri..Us Touch..

SOUTH FULTON,
TENNESSEE
New listing; A tremendous buy at 840,000.00,
3 BR., 11
/
2 bath By.,
immaculate condition,
central gas heat, Central elec. air, range,
refrigerator,
draperies included.
Large corner lot, nicely landscaped. Good
neighborhood. Call Today.

Sale, 817 N
Saturday, May
'till ?, antique
iture, baby
wer items, curid bed spread,
zes thru adult,
gan.
sale, furniture,
s, toys clothes
sizes, 10 speed
other items
Saturday 8- 5.
lay 8 - 5, SaturEarl Court (off
ircarama). All
ithes, stereo,
chair, bicycles,
bedspreads,
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4 party, Friday
8 till?, Men
childrens
id
izes, handmade
books, pictures,

ird Sale. 415 S
• 5. Saturday 8 clothes, some
assware. •

eryday the sun
18th, this week
left from the
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lth, Baby bed,
pread with matchildrens toys,
iildrens clothing
e.
lay and saturday
right going north
n Stella Clothes
ir items.
! S 11th, Depresd -lots of other
cued if rains
2.
day only, 102 N

lay and Saturday.
Hwy 280 East
Jcling and furled if rains

43. Real Estate
Pereleal& Theramee
Insurance &

eaI Estate

Southside Court Square

Merrray, Kewhotke
753-4451

LOCA TIONI LOCATION,.
Here s a home with
walking distance of MSU
that offers income potential tool The moih living
area includes living
room
dining area. 3
bedrooms and a den with
fireplace There s also a
basement
apartment
with separate kitchen
and bath that should rent
for 5125
monthly
Located at 917 N. 16th St
on a nicely wooded
rustic
acre lots
Asking 554.900.

JOHN

Sale

am -?, Saturday
5 S 16th, across

t
TV'

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
LAIRD BRICK CO.,.nc

REBATE

$500

Per Thousand
on all BRICK invoiced
from March 1, 1980 to
May 31, 1980.
CONTACT:

LAIRD BRICK
Puryear, Tenn. CO.? Inc.
or Your Local D•olor for Details

11 W Olive, friday
till 7 Portable
brass birdcage.
f nusc item

ESTATE
AUCTION
Sat. May 3rd 10 a.m. rain or shine at the late 0. t.
Cain Jr. farm south of Hickory Grove Ch. leave Nwy.
611 at Almo. West on Hwy. 461 to sign. or Hwy 121
on Penny Airport Rd. 783 to signet 464 crossing.
Will sell a like new condition 861 Ford troctor, plow
disc, cultivator, Ford mower, boom pole, post hole
digger, cultipocor and lots more. Large shop of nice
tools, wrenches, drills, grinder vice chisels Inc
chains, toros. wire, 40 ft extension lodder borrels
doors, lots of nice hand and garden tools, garden
tiller. Lots more. New 1979 Chevy Silverodo Pickup
loaded with extras, hod wily 225 miles when Mr. Coin
passed away. Transferrable warranty For info call

Otto Cho:tors
Auction Service
•-•

435-4128 Lyme Sr.,.. K y

cobineis
WO -in
1 4 x 2?
family room, built-in range
refrigerator with ice maker in kitchen. Washer 8 dryer olso
remain. Wall-unit air conelectric heat,
ditioner
fireplace some insulation,
deep well patio front porch.
$72 250 proudly puts your
nome on the mail box
(Ne. 110) ROOM TO S-T-R-IT-C-11 OUT $ Acres Mil.neer.new hruse tu ,Ids 2000
sq ft of living area. is
situated on mostly open
acreage with creek frontage
and deep well Four tillable
acres, older block building
23x32. Eight room 2-bath
house still needs to be
Finished on the outside is all
paneled & carpeted. insulated 3 bedroom. 13x3I
range top.
living roan
refrigerator in kitchen. Dec
Irk heat cind wood stove.
garage, drapes On Mg ,way
for 300 ft mile from loke.
Additional land
550 000
available

Street Realty
Offing Cesert-tir-C•aet
layers fres Imareeker•
Wilma Needeil
.10.1. lora,keit.
!”10
.
6
4
,7
0
08.91••
Morey. My 17071
i.e. Armco.,
i0h111.0hIS
. .

Sharon McConnell
Lot/ Am Philpot
Thomos Herndon.

436-7254
11113-4120
713.4e#3
7534174
434-2321

Tim Graves
Chuck Shuffett

7334114

Owen B,n,ngtnn

753-4731

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1%9 Ford Pickup, streight
Air-conditioning
and bansed Electrician and gas in- Painting, S H Painting.
shift, in good condition,$850
Interior
retrigeraton service work on all stallation heating installation and
Call 753-3348 after 5.30 pm
Exterior Free estimates
brands Used air-conditioners and repairs Call /531203.
Coil Scott at 753-3803
1973 Ford Van, fully customiz- and refrigerators for sale Bill
LANE MODERNIZATION Kit- Wet basement? We make
ed inside and custom paint Rollins, 753-0762
wet
chens bath rooms, roofing and basements dry, work
outside Digital read out clock
completesiding
Phone
436-2740
ly guarenteed Call or write
and AMEN tape deck $2,250
Envia's Smell'
,nits an' Mitchell
call 1-354-6211
Blacktopping Morgan Construction Co
Chanter Repair
driveways and small lobs a Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
1970 Jeep truck with toppe!
speciality, also patching and KY 42001, or call day or night
$2000. Call 753-5889
1-4427026
Op•• 2p.m. re
seal coating 753-1531
New 1979 GMC Pickup .6
•p.a. Masirt
Will plow and disc gardens
Mires*
cylinder. rear bumper, radio,
I Let es help pm pine
Call 753-1973 or 753-3413
radials gages $4500 Hatcher
year simmer wedding.
Will do hauling of any kind
Auto Sales
We have wedding inBrick repair, tuck pointing,
mow yards, clean basements,
vitations.
water proofing, house painting
attics, garages, etc Call 753CARTER
Baron camper, fits half ton Call after 6 pm. 436-2855
STUDIO 0305
753-8298
pickup 8. long bed. with
Brick
patio
and
walks
also
Will babysit in my home Have
cookstove, double sink. water
tank. ice box, and porta-pottie wooden patio decks. Free MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, referances Call 753-9575.
Sleeps 2. Permanent storing estimates, have references. Call roofs ealed, and underpinn
Will haul sawdust and slab
753-6581.
49. Used Cars
lacks $800 Call 753-3941
mg Aluminum or fiberglass Call 435-4115
1970 Beetle, low milage new Extra clean. 14 foot camper Concrete and block work. Block Also patio awnings and carpaint, $1200 Call 753-1604 or trailer $1.050. also 1976
garages, basements, driveways ports single or double Jack
Ford
DRIVEWAYS
see at 912 Coldwater Road
6 cylinder Van $1,750. Call walks. patios, steps, free Glover 753-1873 after 6 pm
WHITE ROCKED
estimates. Charles Barnett,
1970 Datsun Pickup. Good 489-2595.
Need work on your trees ToppAND GRADED
753-5476.
condition, Phone 489-2425 or
ing, pruning, shaping; ComSee the new Prowler trailers for
Hauling Ay i,r.w
over
489-2220,
plete removal and more Call
Ott Sand any kind white
1980 - Also many good used
PAINTING
BOYERS TREE SERVICES for
1980 Ford Fairmont. 4 trailers. Arrowhead Camper
rock
Residential, Farm
professional tree care 753cylinder. 4 speed. 33 actual Sales. Highway 80 East,
and C'ommercia.
Ilea lame Mike Edwards
highway miles, 5300 miles. Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
8536
Spry!., brush & roller
753-5699
753-4162
15 Yrs. Experience
$4300 Call 753-9516.
753-8786.
Painting, paperhanging, comRALPH
WORLEY
mercial or residential, Farm
1968 Ford Torino, good body.
436-9.353
new tires. $125. Call 753- 17' Arrowglass, tri-hull, walkbuildings etc Free estimates Want a professional landscape
through
windshield,
fully
0567.
759-1987.
without the high cost? Get it
equipped with 135 hp
with a professional landscape
1973 Monte Carlo Automatic, Evinrude and Shoreland trailer. Carpentry service. Whatever
design The landscape design
power,
air-conditioning. Excellent condition. Call 753- your needs, old or new, quality
Will do house will be custom fitted to your
work. Call 753-0565.
Smooth riding: good tires with 5387.
cleaning. Has ex- home it will include plant list
mags. Interior in excellent conCarpet cleaning. Joe Smith
dition. Need to sell $950. Call 1966 Cutter boat. 40 hp Carpet Center, professionally
perience. Call 753- arid appox retail plant price
Johnson
motor and trailer,
You can shop around for the
between 8 and 5 pm 753done
Free
estimates
7435
Call
or 753-1996.
753best buys on the plants you.
1916. ask for Lisa After 5 pm good condition. Call 436-2555. 6660
35 foot Chriscraft Roamer
need Call 159-1657
call 753-6331
Sedan cruiser, Generator, air,
Tractor work. trushhogging, 56. Free Column
1975 Monte Carlo Landau depth finder, shower, pressure
plowing. discing, blade work,
ROOFING
power steering, brakes air. water. Call 1-314-748-5561 or
gardens. Free estimates. Call Free. black Labrador retreiver
All
types, Free
cruise control, excellent in 314-471-8188.
needs good home in country
753-7400 or 753-2632
Estimates.
Call
759everyway Call 759-4908
Call 759-4964 after 6 pm
1977 Procraft boat and trailer,
4512 or 759-1859
Will haul driveway white rock
1977 Monte Carlo Landau, combination fish and ski, red
and Ag lime, also have any type
nights. All work guaranifirehorn red, tape, tilt wheel, and silver metal flake matching
of brown or white pea gravel Want someone with trailer to
.....
excellent condition, low milage inside. Priced to sell. Call 492
Also do backhoe work. Call move onto lot and take care of
$3300. Call 753-9880 after 5 8155.
cleaning,
Carpet
free Roger Hudson 753-4545 or lot and garden Rent free. Call
pm
estimates, satisfied references, 753-6763.
436-2405
1975 14 foot, Quachita Jon Vibra-Vac steam
or dry clean1966 Mustang, must sell boat also 1976 Mercury 71
/
2 hp ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
$1.400 or best offer, Call 753- motor. Will sell togather or
NORNIMCKLE-IARBER SHOP
753-5827.
5793.
205 Mutest Street
seperately. Call 753-7160.
Closed All Day Wed,
•
NEW OFFICE 1101NtS:
1974 Pinto wagon, good condi- 1978 Sunkist jet boat. Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded. Free
Saturday 7:30 ill 5.00
tion. Call 759-4194.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Metalflax green and white, 19 e7s5t3im
e9
s
1
Clifford
.5a4t2
Garrison,
Price of
1979 Sirraco Volkswagen, AM - foot tn-hull, 454 Cbev. ElderPRKE SUAVE 75'
NAIRCIII $1.25
FM radio, mag wheels. Call brook highnsor and chrome
For Moip.reit Flo..,se Coifs pleose Cori '53 3685 one doy
octwan<e
plumbing
heads, like new, $4.500. Call Electrical and
759-4427
•IL ,Orv
Se,Ke
repairs. by the job or hour Well
435-4467.
1968 Volkswagon Fast back,
pumps repaired Call 47418 foot Somerset inboard 2257.
Call 767-6409.
-outboard runabout boat, walk50. Used Trucks
through windshield. 165 hp Fence sales at Sears now. Call
Home window cleaning, no job too large Of small,
1977 Chevrolet pickup, 4 Mer-cruiser motor. used 95 Sears 753-2310 for free
reasonable rates, insured and experienced. Call 759-1176
wheel drive Call 753-9235 hours. Priced at $4,995. Call estimates for your needs,
after 3 pm.
day
or night.
759-4698.
For your your exterior house
1977 Chevrolet Silverado, 53.
painting needs call 7531861,
reasonable, low milage. Call
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel- Experienced and dependable,
489-2755 after 4•30 pm.
ing
and
maintenance. Guttering by Sears. Sears con1976 Dodge Pickup with cap. References. Guaranteed work, tinous gutters installed per
low milage. V 8, automatic. one Free estimates. Call 753-8948 your specifications. Call Sears
owner. Call 436-2743.
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
753-2310 for free estimates.

\\I
51. Cam_pers
I'm beginning to envy them their4ree.4
mileage

753-8080

othes and misc
9 am -4 pm,
on, 300 5-th.

ay and Saturday
Thances, plants
items. St John
urch, 1620 W
s to go to Cornprograms.
fay 1 and 2,
nday from 9 - 5,
ad, Hwy 280, 1
of Panarama
for signs, Call

THE GENTLEMAN
FARMER
would fall in love with
this luxurious 3
bedroom home with all
the extras, including
den with fireplace, VI
baths, central gas
heat, attached 2-car
garage. Home is
situated atop a knoll
and is surrounded by
43 acres of rolling
pastureland. Located
only Smiles from Murray, this is one of the
finest properties of
this type we've seen.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty for fulltime Real Estate Service.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
4000 square feet insulated metal building
on 1-1
/
2 acres located
on busy highway 4
miles from Murray.
Priced below replacement cost - 860's.
Phone Kopperud Relaty, 753-1222, for all
your real estate needs.

HOME WITH
"PURSE-ONALITY"
Newly listed 3
bedroom home in
Canterbury Estates,
features great room
with
beamed.
cathedral ceiling and
lovely brick fireplace.
Beautifully decorated
How can you finance your
throughout, this home
house in this crazy economy?
is a housewife's dream
Everybody has an idea these
at a down-to-earth
days on financing But you
price. Phone KopSMITH
don't just need ideas You
perud Realty, 753-1222,
Do you know why we say "Sellneed
the
best
ideas,
and
plenty
for all the information.
ing a house is easy, keeping it
of they. That's why Century 21
EASY LIVEN'
sold is tough?" More than 50%
Loretfi Jobs Realtors are trainEconomic
family
livof all home sales have major
ed to show you 21 different
ing in this wooden conclosing problems. 50%1 That's
ways to creatively finance temporary
home
and
why Century 21 Loretta Jobs
whether you are buying or sell11
/
2
acres
located
in
a
Realtors are trained to concen753-7411
ing. Alt} we take the rteuessarr"
lovely setting at the
trate on follow-through. No
AROUND THE CLOCK
time
to
explore
your
options
edge of Murray. Many
paperwork detail is too small,
and to formulate your best
unique
no processing or financial prounusual
course of action. Stop in at 44. 1-1:Its For
features including
cedure too unimportant to
1200 Sycamore or call Century 11
/
2 acre lot in country, has
solid oak kitchen
escape our scrutiny. Our aim is
21 Loretta Abpsc Realtors at well, septic tank and fruit
to make sure your sale closes
cabinets, 40 x 12 red753-1492. I
razy economy trees, $3,500. Must sell. Call
on time and you get all you exwoocl deck, 40x12 conyou need all the help you can 753-0246.
pect. We call it "Seller's Peace
crete patio, fireplace
get
45. Farms For Sale
of Mind." We put it all in
in living room and
writing in an agreement called
100 acres some wooded some
family room, pella
STROUT REALTY, INC.
the Action Warranty. And then
open, year round creek. Call
thermopane windows,
000 le .nrin Noe
The Legion Jon 1,
we back it up with the most
'Wises Ikeyor end .111*.
247-5764.
and much, much
important agreement of all: A
FARMS-HOMES
more. Phone 753-1222
Homes For Sale
46.
handshake...We mean what we
BUSINESSES
for all the information,
By builder: New 4 bedroom,
say. Call Century 21 Loretta
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
at Kopperud Realty.
21
/
2 bath house in Canterbury.
lobs Realtors at 753-1492
PROPERTY
Call 753-3903 for further inforListings needed! Offices
mation.
Coast to Coast Buyers from
FREE
Everywhere. "Free- Catoglog
By owner: 4 bedroom tri-level,
20 MILE
Street Realty
1102 Doran. Call 759-4868.
Karmen Mei.,
DELIVERY
By owner, Two bedroom house,
1812 Colhoter Id
753-0186
41
/
2 miles North of town,
753-0984
Anytime
detached garage, large lawn
and garden spot. Call 753Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of2815.
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or UStrout. For sale by owner: 3 bedroom
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Realty
brick home, located on 2 woodx 60. Buy the best for less.
ed lots in Sherwood Forest. 2
UMW NOM VII $
ill MIN
baths, attached 11
/
2 car garage,
STROUT SPKiAlS
Flu MAL%
and greenhouse. Natural gas
(lie. 167) HOUSE IN RURAL
heat and wood burning stove,
SETTING ON PRIVATE LABS 3
central air. Grounds include
3/3 acres. located only 2
garden, fruit orchard, and
miles from downtown Murray
child's log cabin playhouse.
yet with the beauty and
Phone 753-9866 after 5 pm for
privacy of a rural home is this
appointment.
brick veneer rancher. House
is well off the road has long,
Two bedroom brick house at
prviate drive. On private lake
300 S 13th Street, Day phone
for BOO ft., 50% ownership
753-3852, night phone 753of lake is included in sale, of3775.
fers fine fishing Wooded
Three bedroom brick house,
bock yard. scenic area Metal
storoge building and small
11
/
2 bath, kitchen-den combinaborn. Six-room and bath
tion, new carpets and drapes,
residence holds 2 bedrooms
appliances. On Glendale road,
112,14
8
14,141
Call 753-8406.
utility,.'sewing
room
with
RAILROAD AVE.
Commercial building
and lot, chain-link
fence. 2 panelled offices and bath, elec.
heat. Covered loading
dock. Excellent location and priced right at
$16,500.00.

iday and Saturnson off Doran
s courts. Baby
lothes curtains,
sehold items

205 N

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

SO. Used Trucks

43. Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

1977 750 Honda, 6,000 miles,
excellent condition, $1700.
753-9507.
Honda, ATC-185, like new. Call
753-7358.
1977 Honda 750 Super Sport,
5500 miles. like new, black
with red stripe. Call 1-3452519.
Hy-wynder Racing is now doing
general repair and service on
all brands of motorcycles 4.30 900 pm now, full time June 1,
6071
/
2 S 4th . behind Peck'
Upholstery Shop Call 7530955 after 9 am ior appointment.
1979 Yamaha XS-400, like
new Call 753-4027 after 6 PM.

48. Auto. Services
Service Station bay hoist, Joyce
brand. complete. $350. Truck
5 speed and axle 759-1739
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
snow tires with studs, mounted
on wheels Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet,
Size G 78x14 $90 Call 7532796

49. Used Cars
1975 Buick Century, maroon
with white top, 1 doorair, tilt,
new tires. 44000 miles Call
753-1166 after 4 pm.
1966 Blue Corvette, 42/390, 4
speed, side pipes, excellent
condition Priced at $7.500.
Call 759-4698

•

52. Boats and Motors

57. Wanted

Services Offered

WE CONTROL

TERMITES
Also household, lawn indoors and outdoors!
FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite &
Pest
Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
but never think about termites - they couse the most
damage next to fiee. Have your home treated nowi
753-3914, Kelley's Termite R. Pest Control, 100 South
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years experience
Home owned and o rated

COURTNEY'SMALL
ENGINE REPAIR
Mowers Tillers Chainsaws
Guoronteeci
Fast Service
work Will pickup ond deliver
753-4864.

Home building; cabinet making, and home remodeling Call
Damon Lovett. 753-4449
Herndon's Welding, Route 6.
Box 154. Murray. KY 7539507. 24 hour service. Open
Saturday and Sunday.
Insulation blown in by Sears.
save on these high heating and
cogling bills Call Sears, 7532310. for free estimates.
GARDENS &
YARDS
Limed 8 Fertilized
Gardens Worked
I Ready for planting the same
Hogging
day!
Bush
Blodesvork
Dow Johnsen
Jimmy Garland
753-5699
753-1656
753,8786

11,747.00
14x60 2 Bedroom, electric
22,489.00
24x56 3 Bedroom, 2 bath
14110 3 bedroom 111 bath, electric 13,526.00
8,025.00
12x56 2 bedroom, electric
9,398.00
14x56 2 bedroom, electric
13,992.00
24x36 double wide electric
HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH
New Camden Highway
Paris, Tennessee
642-2281
AUCTION

BOYD-MAJORS 153-8080
12th Street
TATE
105 N.

SMALL FARM
Always yearned for land of your own then look at
this! Modern 3 BR., brick, extra large kitchen,
1
2 way
central heat and air, 13.7 acres located /
between Murray and Mayfield off 1464. Priced
$44,9013

641N.

Located about 51
/
2 miles from Murray on 641 N
three bedroom B.V. home newly decorated,
large kitchen-den, spacious master bedroom.
carport. Move into this spotlessly clean home
and enjoy good country living. Price reduced to
$37,500.
After Office Nears
Warne Siiresiehire 753-1277 Oaten Irwin 753.4136
Ayers M•mly 753-9036

B. B. Nook 753-2387

Roam. Mostly 753.9031
flamer Miler 753-75

SATVROAY, MAY 314-10:00 AA.
AT THE DENNIS MORRIS GROCERY IN BROWNS GROVE, KENTUCKY
From Murray or Mayfield teke Highway 121 to Highway 893 see signs. This grocery
was first started in the early 1900's by Mr. Jim end Charley Jordon. With have for
sale a complete stock of groceries and fixtures, plus the bediding end lot at 10:00
a.m, the complete unit will be offered together with the seller reserving the right
to reject the last bid. If Mr. Morris does reject the lest bid everything wal be sold
separately Including the real estate to be sad of 12:00 neon.
To list a few items that would be sold separately, all fixtures which includes a good
cash register, adding mochine, 2 sets of counter. scales, set of platform scoles, ice
cream box, frozen food keeper, o good 9 or 10 ft. Hill meat box, 12' produce case,
chest type freezer, Coots and*Clark thread display case. Globe meat slicer wrapping paper and rock, 2 chrome toble and chairs, large office safe, oak desk and
choir. large glass display case, one coin operated regulation size pool table, one
coin operated bumper pool table 2-48" fluorescent light, other display racks and
shelves arocery corns screen wire new horse drawn plow points stove pipes set
of ice tongs, hardware, electric boxes and outlets, nuts and bolts, nails, auto supplies, 2-two wheel hand trucks, one lot of roll roofing, 2 good oir conditioners, oil
heating stove, a large inventory of health and beauty aids, candy, drinks, cigoret
tes, old nail keg, milk con and a large stock of fresh groceries and con goods
Many more items too numerous to mention.
-Not Respopsele For Accaleatslots and Drinks Arslak-Sel• N•li Pelt or Shine.
Sole Conducted By

DAN MILLER'S AUCTION SERVKE

REAL ESTATE NAMUR BY WAYNE WILSON REAL ESTATE NI MURRAY, KY
FOR MORE IIIPORMAT11111 CA111 433-4144
Oen Miller, Awctleseer
Oen Farris, Ape. A ecthireirer
Licensed 11 Beweed In Koodweiry and Tennessee
"My kinks Decal Cost, It Per-

'
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Research underscores MERITas proven taste
alternative to high tar smoking.
Results of the newest wave of
smoker research are in. The,
conclusions: undeniable.

SmokerPreference:Among the AM,
95% of sm9kers stating a preference, the MERIT low tar/good
MERIT
taste combinatiori was favored
MERIT Sweeps Latest Tests.
Filter
high
over
1
3
to
tar
leaders
t
when
Once again, extensive testing
with thousands of smokers across tar levels were revealed!
Long-Term Satisfaction: In the
the country has solidly reaffirmed
MERIT as a proven taste alterna- latest survey of former high tar
smokers who have switched to .
tive to high tar smoking.
Blind Taste Tests:In tests where MERIT,-9 out of 10 reported
they continue to enjoy
brand identity was concealed, a
smoking, are glad they
significant majority of smokers
switched, and reported
rated the taste of.low tar MERIT
MERIT is the best-tasting
as good as—or better than—
low tar they've ever tried!
leading high tar brands. Even
MERIT is the proven
cigarettes having twice the tar!
alrernative to high tar
Kings: 8 mg "tar,'0.6mg nicotine-100's Reg: 10 mg "tar,'0.7 mg n4cotine100's Men: 11 mg"134'0.8 mg *cosine ay.pgzigarem FTC Report Dec:79
smoking. And youcan taste it.
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
4,4

seap

ERIT

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health,
0MOM Morrk l.

.1

Kings&104A

